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Foreword

are happy to brJ L, you this issl.e and have the oppor-
tunity to talk to you. %le would like to thank Bill Mooney for
all tho help he has o,iven US whJle we put out our first two
volumes, kti ergani2,atioh and grasp of the total view of the
program has c-)ntibuted invaluable help. At the San Bruno
meeting on October 1S, 1974, a plaque was presented to Bill
in an efforc to expTess appreciation for the leadership he
givendoringtheformatilveyearsoigain Bill thank
you for a Joh well done.

At several meetings of the Committee on Chemistry, ques-
tions about our journal have been discuss ke would iihe
to speak to sore of these problems. As we understand the
function of tho journal, it is to convey new ideas and ap-
proaches in teachilig chowistry. For members who attend the
meeting it is a permanent record of the meeting and for others
it is an opportnnil,v to share the ideas from meetings they
co'Jld not attend. t is not designed to show Deans that vou
ha,)e attended sini-ficant meetings.

h criticism has been levoled at tho lateness of the
iieationE. The fault snely lies partl) w_ith us; however,

the fact that the journal was without an editor for nearly
two yoal7s put us behind when de started. It is difficult to
get money for more than two publications per year and to date
we do not have funds For more feequent publications. Until
a few weeks ago we t,,'ere running nearly a year behind in re-
c .ving articles from meeting editors. I have served as a
me -ting editor anti know that it is a hard job to get all of
the meeting reports togrther, nevertheless, we must have them
to put out our journa=1.

We believe that this is a good and important journal and
wo need your help to keep it interesting and make it current.
If you give a paper, pl.ease have a typed copy to hand to the
editor when you finish Your presentation. If you are a re-
porter get your reports to the editor within one week of the
conference. Editors don't I.:aft until you get everything to
send us meeting papers, since you probably won't receive all
papers. Local editors and chairpersons should both impress
on speakers the importanc f:! of having a typed copy of their
talk ready for the editor.

I would like Io thank you for the help each of you have
given us and if you have suggestions, please wri e to us.

Jay Ellen Bardole
Edi rs
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Chemistreperal. Ethic._ ion

Welcome to Ahuntsic College

Roger LaPleur
President, Ahuntsic College
Montreal, Quebec, Canada

Prose ted at the General Session, the Thirty-
Fifth Two-Year College Chemistry Conference,
Ahuntsic College, Montreal, Quebec, Canada,
June 7, 1973.

As presid nt of Ahuntsic College, I am delighted to bid
you all a most cordial welcome in this Institution.
a privilege and a pleasure for us to play host to our good
friends participating in the two year College Chemistry Program,
affiliated with the Chemical Education Division of American
Chemical Society. I might add that, to a certain extent, we
are amongst acquaintances, as undoubtedly some of you will re-
call th;.it the year your Chemistry Technical Curriculum Pro-
ject was favoured with an important grant from the National
Science Foundation, its symposium on Chemistry Teaching was
held at Ahuntsic College, and brought in a large participation
of delegates from Europe, the United States and Canada. The
United States delegations included your Curriculum Project
Director, Mr. Kenneth Chapman.

Chemistry teaching is impossible, without a solid general
scientific basis. As we all know, science attempts to obtain
a disinterested knowledge of the world of nature. In technology
this knowledge is applied to the handling or manipulation of
objects. Under the stimulus of recent advances in scientific
knowledge and teChnological devices, the pattern of society is
undergoing a revolutionary process. The peoples of under-
developed countries now visualize the possibility of a good
life for all. They are becoming conscious that science can se-
cure life against destitution and disease. On the other hand,
in countries that have attained a high level of scientific and
technological development, life expectancy has increased, work
loads have been reduced, and the prospect of a leisure civil-
ization for the self-development of all is no longer a remote
ideal. More than ever before we can help those Wno are physi-
cally, mentally and emotionally deficient. Man i struggling
to shape himself anew that he may achieve the high destiny
which life has shown can be his. The wonder of science, what
it has done for us, and what it will be for us, is a part of
the picture.

Future growth and development will require a far better
understanding of human needs, both immediate and future. What
is more, it will depend on the willingness and desire of all
segments of SOCIETY - BUSINESS - THE ACADEMIC WORLD AND GOVERN-
MENTS - to participate in meet ng those needs.

1
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At thH; preci.,,e moment we have neither a
satisfactory understanding of needs and priorities, nor much

evidence oC A cooperative attitude towards solving these prob-

lems The various spheres or our society have found it much

ettSi.Cf to point at edch other and emphasii7.0 the neighbour's

responibiliuv. It always seemed incredible to me that three
important components 0C seciety , namely INDUSTRY CDOCATlON
and GOVIANNWNT, could not set up some kind of a threesome oven

if it wore only for mutual and selfish interests. The fact is

that industry is a leading customer in the two principal pro-
ducts of education: TR/UNIT MANN:WIZ AND NIA KNWALEDGF. At the

some time, education relies to a considerable extent on the
main irroduet of industry namely: PROFIL

Consequently a strong educational system cannot exist

without a thriving and productive industrial structure, whereas

a sturdy industrial orp,anization cannot function without a
thriving educational regime. On the same token, a strong dem-
ocvatie nation cannot exist without both.

Ahuntsic College has tried, for a number of years, to work
out a practical rolutkillip with industry in an endeavour to
keep the industrial sector permanently postod OR what is going

on in our professional teaehine. Contacts have been established,
which helpud the students and at times, the teachers themselves
to up-grade their knowledge of genuine industrial probleas.

Recent graduating classes in Industrial Chemistry have r

experienced any difficulty in securing employment. As a matter

of fact, the demand for candidates always exceeded the number

of graduates by approximately 10%. Our cooperation with in-
dustry always proved rewarding to us. Several prizes were
awarded to students of the graduating classes, For the out,tand-

ing quality of their practical work.
Our desire to maintain a first class educational institu-

tion has not barred us from participating in the efforts of
society to find solutions to more human and alarming problems.
In 1071 we organized what was considered a most s'accessful
symposiun on Education and Environmental Problems, with the
participation of reknown exports from Canada, Europe and the

United States. This proves that even in a Colle,le with a pop-

ulation close to 5,000 students, it is possible, with imagination
and hard work, to assume a share of some community problems and
make a valuable contribution to the settlement of some major

educational difficulties.
On behalf of Ahuntsic College I wish you the best of luck

for the success of your congress, and hope yo-- stay with us

will bo most enjoyable.

Utilizing the Four Faces of Chemistry in General Chemistry

William Masterton
University of Connecticut

Storrs, Connecticut

Presented at the General Session of the
Thirty-Third Two-Year College Chemistry Con-

ference, Dallas, Texas, April 7, 1973.

It is a great pleasure to be here. I would like to talk

_s morning about the applications of chemistry. I think

2



thOt one of e 1110 st import an t respons ib ii it les that th ose of
us wile te CIL er al challis tr y have is t o po int out t o -the
student s zapp li cations of the pri nc p le 5 that we are dis-
c:LI t3sirig

At t hc Univ er sity of Con nect".cut We hav e about 1 00 0
student s tal-ang the general c hemistr y Cour se . This i s the
year co ur se for se ience ori en ted peo pl e and 'Ow estimate is
that no more tha n 5% of these students g o on to becom e
oh enlist Ty majors . They are d is tr ibuted wo e e s
of disc ip lines. P erhaps the largest num be r in
the bio 10 gi cal sciences, part icularl y those who are pre -
niecls and physica 1 therapy. T liere is alto th or large gr oup who

e Sni -ng to be engineers. T he peop le in the biologi ca 1
sc -lence s and eng in eexing need some i nd ic at ion of how th e
riateria 1 we are di seers sing ap pl ies t o th eir areas. W e get
re lativ ely few p coil e from th e socia 1 sc ienc es in tha t gene al
41flULStTy c oUrSe

essing the applica tions of ch ern is try to th es e
ious areas th e c are sorne pitfall s th at w e have to b e aw re

Po r example , just becaus e a student p la ns to De a pre-
med or engineer, I found out, doesn' t ne ce ss ar ily ineall that

r ea liy int cr es ted in bi ol ogy or ev en in enginee ring .
I .11m su re a ll of you are awar e of th, is t reme ndous increase
in th number ef p --e -med stud ents that we ha ve had in t he
Ta5t tW 0 or Lhre e year s. The r easons ar e that this g en oration_
of stud en ts , "nor e than my gen er at ion., is c on cerned ab out doing

ngs for peopl e. 'They are al so concerned abou t get ti mg a

job whe n they ge t their degre e and medic in e seems to of for-
to them a c ombinat ion of thes e two oppor tuni ties Th e p o-
bi em of c ours e for the pre--me d student s is t hat it is s o

di fficu lt t get i-ntU nediCal S ChOOl , but pr esumably if they
can Sur ViVe that hurdle, they won 't have t roub le gett in g
employm en t. if you accept th at moti vati on , then it d oe sn
lie eessa ri ly foil ow that they ar e pre-meds be cause they really
li 111e bi ol ogy or ar e particularly int eres ted iii biolog ic al
applica ti on s.

Th e questio n then i 5, ow do YOU wcr k these app ii cat io
into th e general c liernistry co ur se?" One v er y effecti ve way
that has been di scus sed pr ev ious meet ings o f this gr oup is
by labo ra tory expe7inent5. I won 't try to d is cuss th os e this
'no-Tiling but there ar e a great many labor at or y experim en ts
that on e can do to i llus trate the appl ic at ions of chemi stry to,
ot her f ie ids and in pa rticula rly to the envi ronment. A 11

th ose p ec, pie, regard less of w hat their pri TIC ip al fiel d is .
ar e int er es ted 1 n th e applica ti on s of chem is try to th e en
vi ronnie nt ; Xe lev an ce if yot.i want to call j t that Th is seems
to cut ac Toss al 1 the student s from vari Otis di sciplin es and
an other way in vvhi ch you can stress the appl ic at ions of chern-
is try 0 f cour se is by bringing up applic at ions in lec tu re -
I find, a t least w it 11 my stud en ts that th ey s eern vo perk
up and sh ow some jut crest when 1 try to expl air how t he
pr incip le s of ch em is try apply t a parti cu lar environmental
pr eblern whether it i s po lluti on , -the energy cr is is , o r that
so-rt of t hi ng

Th er e is one dang er in a ttkm.rting t o st re ss too mu ch the
appl ica. ti on5 of ch em is try in lecture in that yCU Trial di stract
the student . The students are trying ta understand t he pr-in-
ei pie and the appl ic at ion, so one of my favori te tech ni ques ,

1 43



at least for illustrating how chemistry can be used,
assign problems which have an applied flavor, and if you
think about the simple types of problems that we ask in
general chemistry, you can adapt a great many of these to
some rather practical problems. What I am trying to do is to
put together some slides with a few problems that illustrate
this sort of thing. I should mention before I do this that

suppose most of you are familiar with a book by Butler and
several coauthors on "Relevant Problems in General Chemi try".
Even though it is put out by a competitor I can recommend it

very highly. It is a very good book and it gives you a lot

of ideas.

Slide 1. " A sample of LSD, C 4H 30N is diluted with

sugar. When a 1.00 mg sample is burned, 2.00 mg of CO2 is
formed. What is the percentage of LSD in the sample?"

This illustrates, I think, a rather _nteresting appli-
cation of chemical principles in a rather mundane area, that

of chemical analysis. We tend to give problems of chemical
analysis where we ask, for example, for percentage composi-

tion of a compoound. This simply illustrates how the princi-
ples that we axe discussing can be applied to a problem which
of fairly obvious interest. Incidentally it iS interesting
that when you try to write applied problems of this type they
get complicated. When you think about it, this is not a
particularly easy problem to solve because both of these com-
pounds contain carbon. You have to take advantage of the fact

that they give off different amounts of CO2 for a given
weight of LSD vs sugar and it is a rather interesting problem.

Slide 2. Calculate the average velocities of hydrogen
and oxygen molecules at 300°K and compare to the escape
velocity from the moon. The escape velocity, Ve, from the
surface of the moon is 2.4 x 105 cm/sec. Would you look for
H in the mosphere? n
2 '2'

This shows an application of the kinetic theory of
gases. What we are doing here is calculating the average
velocity of a hydrogen molecule at a given temperature, 3000K,
then an oxygen molecule and seeing how that compares with the
escape velocity of a molecule from the surface of the moon.
When I first visualized this problem I was curious because it
turns out that the average velocity of oxygen at 3000K is
considerably less than the escape velocity from the moon. It

turns out that because of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
of molecular velocities, if as few as one fifth of the mole-
cules have a velocity equal to the escape velocity, then
within a relatively short time those fast moving molecules
will escape. Unless the velocity is less than one fifth of
the escape velocity, essentially all of a gas will escape in
109 years of less. So again this is a problem that has te be

modified a little bit to make it apply. It wasn't quite as
simple as I thought when I first started looking at it.

Slide 3. "Each day a power plant takes in 2.0 x 106 kg
of water at -250C from a river and uses it to condense S0,000 kg
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of steam. What will be the temperature of -- e discharged
water?"

This slide shows an application of H of vaporization.
When we are talking about phase changes we often put in pro-
blems of the type if so and so many grams of steam condenses,
how much will that raise the tenperature of a sample of water?
It is relatively easy to apply this to a thermal pollution
problern which is what we have done here to see how much a coo
ing unit in a power plant will actually raise the tempera --e
of a river into which it is discharging water.

Slide 4. "The osmotic pressure of 1.0 g of hemoglobi
10 ml is 2.75 mm Hg. What is the molecular weight of hemo-
globin?"

This is a fairly obvious application when we are talking
about colligative properties and osmotic pressure in particu-

lat. I think it is worth pointing out to students that the
measurement of osmotic pressure is an extremely useful way of
determining molecular weights of biological weights of bio-
logical materials and this happens to be hemoglobin, but it
can be applied of course to a wide variety of materials in-
cluding high polymers. It is the classical way of getting
molecular weights of these very high molecular weight species
and this simply points out one application.

S_lide S. "The H of activation of a reaction is 10.0 kcal.

By what factor is the reaction rate increased when at 1040 F
assuming 98.6°F is normal?"

This is an interesting one When you talk about kinetics
in general chemistry you refer to activation energy and all I
have done here is to take the Xrrhenius equation and take the
two temperatures to be body temperatures and a rather high
fever, 1040 is pretty high, but it turns out it has to be about

that to get a reasonable activation energy, and the students
simply substitutes into the Arrhenious equation and calculates
the increase in the rate of reaction. I think, as I re.all,

it is an increa e of about 20-30%.

Slide 6. "Hem (02) + CO Hem(C0) + 0
(cle (g)

(g) 2(g)

210 Calculate the fraction of hemoglogin in the CO

form in a person breathing polluted air in which the CO concen-
tration is 4 x 10-6 M and the 02 concentration is 3.5 x 10-3 M."

When we start talking about chemical equilibrium in the

general chemistry course and the idea of an equilibrium con-
stant, we sort of search around for an equilibrium of this type
in which all the coefficients are one because the arithmetic
turns out a lot simpler in that case and here is an example of

such an equilibrium which happens to have considerable biologi-
cal importance, the equilibrium between the oxygen complex of
hemoglobin and the carbom monoxide complex of hemoglobin. You

can relate this to the percentage of carbon monoxide in the air

which is toxic. It turns out if you make this calculation that

under these condit ns: CO 4 x 10- M and 0
2

B. x 10-3 M,
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that is the roiicontrritian of oxygen in ordinary air and the CO
ncentration in rather strongly polluted urban air, the frac-

n of hemoglobin in'the CO form is of the order of 2096 which

is relatively high. You can in turn relate this to the lcvel

of CO that will give you either short term poisolling or per-

manent damage on exposure for a long period of time.

ide 7. "Consider the body as a heat engine and deter-

mine the thermal efficiency of heat energy convert d to work."
Ta - TT

Eff Ta

Suppose the body acts as a heat engine burning fjod to

produce useful energy. Use the second law equation of thermo-

dynamics to calculate the fraction of heat converted to work

when the outside temperature is 720 assuming now that the Ta
the temperature at which the heat is being absorbed, is simply

body temperature. If you make this calculation, you come to

the conclusion that under tiiese conditions ie efficiency would

be of the order of 5%. In other words for every kilocalorie
of heat due to food about 50 calories of useful work would be

obtained. If the body really operated that way you would have

to eat an enormous amount of food to do even a imall amount of

exercise. The body of course is not a heat enine. Indeed

you can extrapolate this calculation to come to the conclusion

that it would do you no good at all to eat food to produce
energy on a day when the temperature was above 98.6°F. You

would have a negative efficiency. The problem is that the

body isn't a heat engine. lhe body is a very effective way of

converting through metabolism processes of converting chemical

energy directly into mechanical energy without going through

heat which this type of calculation connotes.

These are a few examples of the sorts of ways in w_ ch you

can adapt the principles of chemistry to quantitative problems

that, I think, interest the student. Too often I think, the

kinds of problems that we give students in general chemistry

are so cut and dried that the student feels that they are a
rather sterile exercise that we are forcing them to do and I

think too often they fail to realize that the problems are
supposed to illustrate some really practical applications
they should be aware of.

Cbemistry A COW al Approach

W.F. Kieffer
College of Wooster
Wooster, Ohio 44691

Presented to the General Chemistry Section, the
Thirty-Fourth Two-Year College Chemistry Conference,
Cuyahoga Community College - Metropolitan Campus,
Cleveland, Ohio, May 11, 197:3.

Culture can be defined broadly aj all the products of

human thought and work, the beliefs of a generation that are
transmitted to the next. We know that science and technology
are a part of _his heritage that we have received and that we
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will pass on in even more ful_y developed form. I feel strong-
ly that we have an obligation for the future citizens who will
not be professionally related to science to recognize what the
contemporary roles of science and technology are. Moreover,
I am convinced that the attitudes toward the appreciation of,
and the understanding of scientific concepts will have more
lasting influence on the way these students will live than
does the information, the mere facts, we try to cram into their
already cluttered brain storage systems.

A first course for such customers cannot be a mere watered
down survey of chemistry. Rather, the course should concentrate
on some area of chemistry about which the professor has both
thorough understanding and enthusiasm. Enthusiasm is the es-
sential ingredient for making the course interesting for stu-
dents.

Whatever the subject used to illustrate the essential
rationality of the scientists' methods, it can be illuminated
by examples the student already sees as relevant. I like to
carry through the phlogistonist's struggle to explain the burn-
ing of candles and Lavoisier's MOTC inclusive concept of oxy-
gen's role in combustion. But the important conclusion of the
discussion includes LOX in space vehicles and eutrophication.
In a similar manner, the second law of thermodynamics, that
glorious triumph of human intellectuality, remains rather
sterile if no mention is made of thermal pollution and the pro-
blems associated with utilizing any low temperature source
of heat energy. The important concept of equilibrium and the
influence of temperature, both on the equilibrium and on the
kinetics of effecting attainment of equilibrium, can be il-
lustrated elegantly and interestingly by the nitrogen-oxygen-
nitric oxide system. The production of NO in the atmosphere
by lightning and the kinetic freezing of the high temperature
proportions at low temperatures has, for eons of time, ulti-
mately enriched our universal resources. Yet at present, these
S4MC conditions created by high temperature internal combustion
engine exhaust leads to the harmful effects of photo-chemical
smog.

An important attitude that should be stressed for these
students is that the questions rather than the answers are
the essence of the scientist's approach. Whatever laboratory
experiences these students have should not be restricted mere-
ly to confirming "what they are supposed to get." At least
some should be open-ended. Similarly, the demonstrations (and
there should be some every day) should be accompanied by ques-
tions. One of the highest compliments paid my course is its
characterization as the "I show - you tell" course. I often
use the device of having the explanation of a demonstration
be a part of a quiz or examination.

I do not think this course need be completely devoid of
arithmetic. Quantitative expression is essential to the sci-
entific-technological enterprise. The mathematics need not be
elaborate. The simple but concise concept of translating a
proportion into an equation by utilizing,a constant of pro-
portionality is the level I am talking.about.

Probably the essential idea I am trying to express is that
this course for non-science majors demands that we focus on
educating rather than merely training, as we can so often get
away with when future chemists comprise the class. This is
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why the emphasis should be more on concepts than information.

This also is why science and technology always appear inter-

woven - as they do in our contemporary civilization. Unless

future citizens realize this, there is little hope for chang-

ing the laissez-faire attitude toward technology that has :cd

us into our crisis confrontation with our resources and en-
vironment. Hopefully, the future generation represented by
those students in OUT classes will have wisdom. But wisdom

has to be based on knowledge. Helping students to gain that

knowledge is our privilege and opportunity.

Instructional Methods in Chernistr

The Development and Implementation of a Computer Assisted Lab ra

Charles J. Barcelona
Community College of Allegheny County

Allegheny Campus
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Presented to the General Chemistry Section,

the Thirty-Fourth Two-Year College Chemistry
Conference, Cuyahoga Community College - i'letro-

politan Campus, Cleveland, Ohio, May 11, 1973

ry

Teaching in a community college is both a challenging

and very exciting experience. The students reflect a mix-

ture of talents, interest, and abilities. So it came as no

surprise to us that we found motivated, experienced labor-

atory students working side by side with inexperienced stu-
dents who sometimes could't spell ':laboratory" let alone per-

form most ordinary laboratory manipulations and calculations.

Often we instructors found ourselves spending most of OUT

time working with the inexperienced students to show then how

to do their ordinary laboratory work. We felt that this nec-

essary effort often curtailed our availability to the exper-

ienced student, especially if that student required some help

or adVice in doing the calculations based on his experimental

data. The ideal situation would have been for the student

to complete both his laboratory work and the accompanying

calculations before leaving the laboratory. This would rein-

force laboratory concepts more fully, especially if he

could be a$sured that all his work was correct.
What really was happening was this: The experienced stu-

dent normally finished his work quickly and left the lab ear-

ly. He would do his calculations later in the week. The in-

experienced student would barely i=Jnish, with the result that

he too would have to do his calculations later. This meant

that any work would be handed in after one week. By the time

the work could be graded and returned, a second week would

have passed. Needless to say, maximum educational reinforce-

ment did not take place this way. By the time the student
became aware that he had made an error (in procedure or cal-

culations) it WaS not only too late to correct it, but due

to the two week delay he probably had forgotten about the de-

tails of the experiment.

1. Development of Computer Assisted Labo aory.
The development-of our present program occurred in sev-
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eral stages as was dictated by the changing nature of our
computer facilities.

The first stage of development occurred at a time when
the campus IBM 360 model 30 was underused and a red carpet
invitation was extended to faculty. This enabled the pro-
cessing of both a student and faculty_print-out sheet before
the end of each laboratory period. The program uses the stu-
dent's data and proceeds step-wise through the calculations to
give the final results which the student should obtain if he
has not made any errors in his calculations. The faculty print-
out sheet gives the compilation of data and the final students
results

The advantages of the Computer Assisted Laboratory (after
this to be referred to as CAL) were as follows: The students
were able to see correct calculations derived from their data
by the end of the laboratory period, or in sone rare case of
delay, within a one week period. This enabled the instructor
to spend more time in correcting the student errors rather
than checking through the student's arithmetic. More profound
was the deepening of student interest, which resulted from the
student-faculty discussion of printed results.-

The faculty print-out sheet in addition to giving a com-
pact record of student performance, also served as an excellent
diagnostic tool to locate systematic experimental errors. For
example, during a specific heat type of experiment, it was
noted that the results of the first laboratory section were
acceptable, but that ensuing laboratory section.; showed a con-
sistant error. This error was then able to be traced to an in .-
sufficient drying of the metal samples.

This stage of development ended when increased administra-
tive use of the computer system began to tie up both the ma-
chine and the key punch operators. Eventually programs were
processed on a submittal basis and the return time for the stu-
dent and faculty print-outs was increased up to two to three
weeks. Needless to say, this cancelled any educational advan-
tage.

To relieve the tightness of the IBM 360 schedule, a Hew-
lett Packard Mini Computer 2000B and terminals were rented.
This prompted the development of stage of CAL. Programs de-
signed to perform calculations using student data were written
in the BASIC language. After completing their laboratory work
and-6altulations, the students were able to log onto the com-
puter via a terminal located in the laboratory and recall the
programs from a stored library. After inputting their data
according to the program requested format, they could observe
instantaneously a print-out giving the correct answers. -_Good
experimental results were praised and inferior results discou
aged by means of a printed message. If the print-out showed
a calculation error, a student would be able to recalculate
and check 'his work. Where experimental error existed, it
could either be corrected in the remaining laboratory time Or
in specially scheduled "Make-up" laboratorY periods. There
was one disadvantage noted in this process. An occaSional
student would simply take the correct answer given by the
)rint-out and "parrot" it back in his laboratory reports.
This prompted a further development of CAL.

9
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The prL -ams were modified so that students would input
not only expcimental data, but also the data obtained from
sequential calculations aS well as their final result. This

permitted not only the checking of the final result with the
acceptable programmed ansuer, but also provided for a check
of each of the sequential calculations. This meant that the
student would be informed of the correctness of his endeavors
at each Step in the calculation procedure. If a calculation
error occurred, he would be notified and given an error mes-
sage and a diagnostic hint that would direct him to make ap-
propriate corrections. Although these additional program fea-
tures increase the terminal time required for each student, the
time element remains acceptable, about three to four minutes

for each student. It would nnly be fair to tell you at this

point that every so often a terminal does get dented by an
irate stud4nt discontented by repeated error messages.

One turther addition, an executive filing system used to
produce a faculty print-out sheet was tested during the pres-

ent semester. The system functions well, however, software
complications of our new Hewlett Packard Model 2000E occasion-
ally dump core into the programs. This software problem will
hopefully be corrected when the present model is replaced by

the more compatible Model 2000-C. We would summarize the
educational advantages of CAL at its present stage of develop-

ment by one expression, "increased student motivation". It

is not an uncommon occurrence for students to go back to the
laboratory after using CAL and voluntarily redo their labor-
atory experiments in an effort to get better results.

II. Implementation of CAL.
Now let us turn our attention to the implementation of

CAL. You'll recall that Fortran programs were used in the

first stage. The programs themselves employed relatively

simple program lOgic:

FLOW CHART

CALCULATIONS

OUTPUT

1. STUDENT= =
2. FACULTY

Each program consists of an input section a calculation sec-
tion, and two outputs (one for the studen s and one for the

faculty). Now let us examine the content of one such program.

20
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The first section reads the -,tudent data. The next section
(equations) does the calculations. The third section (WRITE)
-rites the student print-out sheet. The last section (WRITE)
produces the faculty print-out. The student data were collect-
ed by means of a class data sheet which a key punch operator
transferred to data cards. These were th inserted into a
Fortran deck and processed.

When CAL was transferred to the time sharing system, stu
dent use of the programs became more direct. The students in
this procedure now logged on to the computer via a teletype
located in the laboratory. They were instructed in "log-on
and log-off" procedures and the- system's diagnostic messages.
Special data and calculation sheets were provided to enable
the student to organize their calculations and data in a sys-
tematic manner.

INPUT

DATA

CALCULATIONS

iOUTPUT

ANSWERS

-----7c-

CHECK
STUDENT
RESULTS

CORRECT

OUTTUT PRAISE1

INCORRECT

OUTPUT

MESSAGE

Like the Fortran programs it contains an input, a calculation,
and output section. It includes, in addition, an option which
checks the studont's results. Correct results are rewarded
with a praise message and incorrect results are rewarded with
a negative response. The student data are requested indivi-
dually, each result is then printed and calculated. Calcula-
tions are performed and compared to theoretical results and
judgment is passed on the acceptability of the student data.

Whereas stage Il of CAL simply checked the student data,
the third-stage was designed to check their da'a and calcula-
tions.

2 1
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INPUT
1. DATA
2. ANSWERS

CHECK
STUDENT
ANSWERS

CORRECT

CORRECT

CHECK
STUDENT
RESULTS

INCORRECT

OUTPUT
REASON

0

INCORRECT

OUTPUT
PRAISE

0

OUTPUT

MESSAGE

The input now includes both data and answers, whether
intermediate or final. Ater the computer finishes the cal-
culations, a loop is used to check each step of the calcula-
tions. A student error causes a branch in the program which
ceases execution, prints an error message, and a diagnostic
message. Correct calculational steps are praised and execu-
tion proceeds until all the calculations are sUccessfully
checked. Then as in the previous stage, the final student
result is checked. If the student and the computer results
agree within three percent, an agreement message is.printed.
If the final calculation agrees, the student is given an
extra pat on the back. A larger discrepancy results in the
printing of a disagreement message and a diagnostic message
varying with the type of mathematical operation performed
in a given stage of calculation. If all the student calcu-
lations are in agreement with the computer calculations, the
final student answer is then compared with the theoretically
determined answer. Serious variation between the two answers

2 2
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result in a message that tells what is wrong with the student
result and suggests a way to experimentally improve the data.

The final stage of CAL was designed to obtain a faculty
print-out similar to that produced by the early Fortran pro-
grams. An executive file was established. The program for
each experiment was treated as a file and each file was divid-
ed into twenty-four records which represented assigned stu-
dent locker number. Each record was subdivided into the ap-
propriate number of laboratory sections. An executive file
was written. The log-on section of the file programs requires
that the student input his course section number, his locker
number, and the number of the experiment he is performing.
Control is branched to the CAL program indicated in the log on
procedure: The first part of the program reads the record
based on the student's locker number. That student's portion
of the record (based on his section number) is up dated while
the student uses the program for that experiment. Then the
up dated record is then printed back into the file. As the
student is using the experimental program, his portion of the
updated record is then printed into the file. Information
may be retrieved from the file by using an output program.

A key program is used so that only faculty can gain ac-
cess to the file and file programs. In addition, two output
programs were developed. Both read the file, but outl,ut it
differently. LIST outputs the file by laboratory sections
and FILIST outputs the entire file by record.

III. Evaluation of CAL.
Due to the changing nature of CAL, it has been impossible

to carry out a rigorous statistical evaluation. In two to
four years we should be able to do so. The only evaluation
we have at the present time are the students and faculty com-
ments which have been sufficiently favorable to encourage the
continued development and use of CAL. The efficiency of any
system that uses a computer is only as efficient as the com-
puter it uses. Our present computer is fairly stable and the
efficiency of using the CAL programs is adequate. However,
the system is not yet sufficiently stable to use the execu-
tive filing stage of CAL.

At this time I wish to thank Mr. William Conry, our com-
puter system coordinator, for his encouragement and assistance
in the development of CAL and the Executive filing system pro-
grams. Also I wish to thank Dr. Martin Volkar and Mr. Michael
Fezar for their helpful suggestions in preparing this paper.
And finally I wish to thank the Community College of Alle-
gheny County for supporting a portion of the development of
CAL by means of a summer research grant.
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Utilization of the Sadtle Audio-Visual Materials to Prepare
The Students for using instruments

Eleanor Roach
Muskegon Community College

Muskegon, Michigan

Presented to the General Chemistry Section,
the Thirty-Fourth Two-Year College Chemistry
Conference, Cuyahoga Community College - Metr-
politan Campus, Cleveland, Ohio, May 11, 1973.

Muskegon Junior College, Muskegon, Michigan, started in

1927, was a two-year college transfer school. In 1951 the
name was changed to Muskegon Community College and technical-
vocational terminal programs were added. We have an enroll-
ment of about 2500 full time equated students. In Chemistry
we have approximately 150 General Chemistry students, 60
Nurses Chemistry students, 24 in Preparatory Chemistry, 24 in
Organic Chemistry, and 15 in Quantitative Analysis. Second
semester General Chemistry Laboratory is Qualitative Analysis.

We have used Keenan and Wood as a text in General Chem-
istry for three years, Morrison and Boyd for Organic Chemis-
try and Roberts, et al. for Organic Laboratory.

Our students do well on transfer, attaining the same or
better grade point,average as at Muskegon Community College.
One of our former students is in Dental School at the Uni-
versity of Michigan after two years of pre-dent preparation
at Muskegon Community College, Another is a junior at Michigan
State University and has been accepted for the University of
Michigan Medical School next fall.

At Muskegon Community College we have a Perkin-Elmer 700
infrared Spectrophotometer, two Gow-Mac Chromatographs and a
Jerrell-Ash Atomic Absorption Flame Emission Spectrophotometer,
all purchased within the last three years. This coincides
with the acquisition of a new President at Muskegon Community
College who is interested in modernizing curriculum and teach-

ing methods.
In December 1972, we were given a Beckman UV-Visible,

double beam grating spectrophotometer in excellent condition by

a Muskegon Chemical Firm. We have requested an NMR Spectrometer
for next year.

Two years ago there were funds available under Title Vi
and the chemistry department recommended the purchase of Sadt-
ler Audio-Visual Materials in Basic Infrared Spectroscopy,
Basic Gas Chromatography And Basic Atomic Absorption Spectros-
copy. We have used these during the 1971-72 and 72-73 school
years.

In general Chemistry we have presented the first progfam
in Basic Infrared Spectroscopy, _InstrumentAtion, during the
teaching of the chapter on Spectroscopy and Molecular Struc-
ture. Laboratory time was used for a demonstration actually
obtaining an IR spectrum with our spectrophotometer.

We have presented the first program in Gas Chromatography,
Basic Relationshis.and_Instrumentation, in discussing the col-
loidal State.

In organic laboratory the first four programs in Basic In-
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frared Spectroscopy, Instrumentation, qnpg_q_Liuid.SariTe_chni_ues,

Liquid§..nELLILILKL, and SolidSamp.ling have been presented

during laboratory periods. This permits time for questions and

discussion of the material shown.
The fifth and sixth programs, quantitative tAll..11n4s,

Pa 1--_TheBeer7Lambert Law and Part II--Perfermin the Analy-

sis, have been presented in Quantitative Analysis Those stu-

dents who have not had Organic Chemistry must start with the

first program. All the programs are available for individual

student viewing at their convenience.
Organic Chemistry Laboratory and Quantitative Analysis use

all six programs in Basic Gas Chromatography: Rasic_Relation-
shi-s and Instrumentation, The ColumnI ' -ke-u , Selection

and_ Use, §_lniaLtilLep_IIA!lsA, Derivatives and Sam lin Techni.ues,

Idc9)1M1TelP-_qr4:t1,1reAlnerature_Pro-rar
in_-nm_, and 211!11,Ls

and Quantitative Anal>sis.
In organic laboratory we have used Gas Chromatography for

analyzing reaction mixtures in organic preparations. The stu-

dents are required to review all the Gas Chromatography pro-
grams before they can use the instrument for analysis df sam-

ples.
In Quantitative Analysis each student does at least one

experiment using gas chromatographic techniques. The Audio-

Visual programs are available for individual student use and
must be viewed before instrumental analysis is permitted.

Basic Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy consists of four

programs; Princi les of Atomic_Absor7tion, Instrumental Re-
alliIelEsill!.; Instrument Conkitions and Sample Prep_aratiori.

In Quantitative Analysis students use these Audio-Visual

materials individually. These students do different-indi-
vidual experiments and they must view the programs before be-
ing introduced to the use of the instrument, then proceeding

with the assigned experiment. The instructor does not have

to give individual instruction of the material covered in the

programs. Many students go back to the Audio-Visual Programs
after having done the instrumental analysis to check the
theory and techniques presented.

The Sadtler audio-Visual material is presented in units
which can be studies by the students individually at their own

convenience. A Teacher's Guide with helpful information is

also available.
Each unit program consists of 35 mm slides (or film strips)

and audio cassette tapes providing explanation and description.
There are summary slides at intervals to help reinforce infor-

mation. The length of the programs varies from 20 to 29 min-

utes. Some programs are a little long to hold the attention

of the student,
Rather than showing a program as p unit, an instructor

can select slides to demonstrate one particular idea or
technique and prepare his own commentary to accompany the

slides.
Some of the students have asked for a written trans-

transcript of the cassette tapes. Some have difficulty
correlating the tape with slides or especially film .strips
when going back to review a particular slide or group of

slides. It is difficult to find the right place on the cas-
sette tape that corresponds to the particular slide you are
interested in seeing again.
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L'Etnpioie De La TAvision Pour L'Enseigneinent De La Millie:
Parallele Entre Deux Methodes D'E.T.V.

Jean-Pierre Masse
CEGEP Trois Rivrere

Trois Rivire, Quebec, Canada

Presented at the Symposium on Innovations in
the 'reaching of Chemistry, the Thirty-Fifth Two
Year College Chemistry Conference, Ahuntsic Col-
lege, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, June 8, 1973.

Ii y a deux ans, a la suite de plusieurs essais dans le
domaine de l'enseignement eel4vis6,' le d4partement
du CEGEP de Trois-Fqvares fut amen6 produire une serie de
12 emissions de t6levision, illustrant le cours de chimie 101.

Les objectifs poursuivis 'eTtaient de faciliter l'appre-
tissagefde certaines parties du programme par le truchenent
de la television. De plus, la methode E.T.V. proposZe de-
vait motiver l'etudiant a fair° luimgme certaines demandes
pour l'acquisition de nouvelles connaissances.

Cette methode E.T.V. pr6voyait l'agencement des activi-
tes pedagogiques a l'interieur d'une senaine de la factor'
suivante:

1. Cours
Introduct

2. Activitè

Activite

4. Activite

SO min.

Cours T.V. I

ou exercices

Cours
Conclusion

Lal:oratoires
1

Cours donne en classe de-
vait introduire le program-
me de la semaine.

%Cours donn la televi-e
min, sion et0t constitue d'un

condense de la matilre
I 7tre vue durant la se-
naine. Un doculjent d'ac-
compagnement presentait un
plan du cours T.V.; des
qu5stions indiquaient 1
l'etudiant les points in-
portants a retenir.

Cotirs donne en classe par
le meme professeur du 5ours
introduction mais different
du professeur du cours 7.V.
Ce cours devait gtre une
periode oa l'onjouvait dis-
cuter des probemes provo-
ques ou proposes par le
cours T.V.

Pas de directives partic-
i ulilres.2 per,

SO min.

SO min.
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Nous avons pu constater par l'evaluation qu'a partir
de certaines mesures daos le dom'ine de l'acquisition des
connaissances que les resultats etaient auss3, ons pour les
groupes ayant un enseignement utilisant la television que
pour les groupes ne l'utilisant pas. Cependant, nous avons
semarque qu'a la suite de pltisieurs sondag9s, les etudiants
etaient plus ou moins frustres par cette methode d'enseigne-
ment. En effet, les gtudiants etaient insatisfaits d'un .

certain nombre de choses. En. a autres, ils trouvaient que
les cours T.V. etaient trop denses et qu'ils °4taient donnes
avec un debit trop rapide et alors on manquait de temps pour
prendre des notes.

D'autre part, nous avons eu beaucoup de difficultgs a
coordonner les objectifs poursuivis par les professeurs des
cours introduction et conclusion avec les,professeurs des
cours T.V. De plus, les cours T.V. proposes ici faisaieot
abstrion des variations individuelles sur la capacite,
l'interet, le rythme d'apprentissag9. Le "feedback" attendu
au niveau du cours conc.lusion fut decevant du fait que les
/.
etudiants sentaient davantage le besoin Won reconnait a
reexpliquer le contenu du cours T.V. plutot que d'en faire
une discussion. ADans le cadre d'un memoire de maitrise en pedagogie que
je pvsente actuellemont a l'Universi.Se du Quebec 1 Trois-
Rivieres, on a glabore une nouvelle methode dlenseignement
qui aurait pour objeotifs, entre autres de corriger les di-
verses lacunes laissees par la premire mgthode tout en facii-
itant une certaine individualisation de l'enseignement ou
les gtudiants pourraient en quelque sorte choisir une partie
de leurs cours qu'ils verraient au moment opportun, selon
leur motivation.

La mgthode peut,se distribuer soit sur 1 semaine ou
2 semaines d'activites pedagogiques, selon les exigences du
programme acadgmique. En voici un diagramme.

2 7
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Activit
Obligatoire
(P6riode fixe)
(Local fixe)

50 min.

Aetivite
Facultativ_e
(Perio,de au choix
de l'etudiant)

10 a 15 min.

Aetivit6
CT2ISLt.2.1-Ie
(Pekiode au choix
de l'kudiant)

30 min.

4° Activite
Facultative
Tfe-riode au choix
de l'kudiant)

10 i IS min.

Activite
Facultative
(Periode fixe)
(Local fixe)

jusqu'75. SO min.

6° Activite (1°
Facultative
(Periode fixe)
(1,=61 fixe)

70
o

Activitc (2 )

Facultative

80 Activite (

Obli atoire

Activiee (4°
Facultative

100 Activite. 5
o

)

Obli atoi

1
o _Semaino

5o

1--------
1 LCours Introduction

contrcs 7111
d'a .roche

Rencon T.V. rincipa e

Rencontres T.V.
Complementaire

Pgriode Tutoring
Discuss on

Se aine

6° Cours Magistral ou
Travail de Groupe
ou Discussion

[-- T.V.

d'approche- ,

aboratoire

r--
8 Rencontre T.V. Principale

Rencontre T.V.
Complementaire

2 8

100

Laboratoi r 0

Evaluation]



ohjecti , niethoc1ologques de chaque activite sont:

Cours Introduction:

Rencontr,.,s T.V. d'a

Rencontres T V. principle:

Rencontres T.V. complemen-
taires:

Introdnc ion aux differentes
:ictivits des deux semnines a
venir (ou 1 semaine)

Mise en place des pr6requis
au programme des deux semaines.

- Introduction au programme des
deux semaines.

- (.11 pent y avoir, au choix,
plus d'une emission. Cela
Jei,ondra dos possibilitos of-
fertes par le programme.)

La libcrtj de voir cette emis-
/

sion est suggeree par le docu-
ment d'accompagnement sous
forme (Pun questionnaire.

Approfondissement des prj-
roquis afin d'assurer une
meilleure coMprehension du

.programme a etre vu aux cours
T.V. principaux.

- La didactique priivolt une s
ie d'exercices ou le medium T.V.
peut exceller comme guide.

- Document d'accompagnement micro-
,

gradue ou des espaces sont a
complter lors de la partici_-
pation d' la recontre T.V.

Dialogue entre je professeur
T.V. et le telétudiant amenant
ce dernier a une demarche in-
tellectuelle constante et in-
tensive.

Constitu6 de la partie du pro-
gramme de la semaine demandant
2tre vu et compris de tous

les 'etudiants ind6pendamment
de leur concentration.

Ceci est, en fait, le t onc
commun du cours.

(I1 peut y avoir au cnoix plus
d'une 'emission.)

Partie du programme qui peut
A
etre soit obligatoire ou facul-
tative dependamment des exigen-
ces des programmes de certaines
concentrations.
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Pgriode de tutoring ou de
discussion:

Partie qui peut tre conside'rge
comme un enrichissement.

- La didactique de ces 'emissions
est la mtme que colic utilisge
pour la rencontre T.V. princi-
pale.

Pgriode libre de "feedback" oil
l'gtudiant vient au professeur
s'il le dgsire.

Ce n'est pas une pgriode oi l'on
reexplique le contenu des -.emis-
sions mais une pgriode oü on
aide l'gtudiant a faire les ex-
ercices demandgs.

Evaluation: - Sur deux plans:

10 plan: Etudiants ayant vu la
Rencontre T.V. Principale indg-
pendamment s'il a vu la Rencon-
tre T.V. d'Approche.

L'evaluation se fait sur la
partie du programme couvert par
les deux gmissions et sa note
pout ttre de x

2° plan: Etudiants ayant vu
toutes les emissions de T.V.

L'evaluation se fait de la fa-
con suivante:

- Pour les deux premiZres
sa note peut Ztre de x

bonnes.

- pour le contenu de la 3°gmission
sa note sera calculge par rapport
au nombre de questions r6pondues,
soit pour "y" ;Zponses fournies,
une possibilite de_y_ bonnes.

Pour un total de x
x+y

est a noter ici que lqtud-
iant n'est pas p'6na1is6 s'il
n'a pas rhiondu a certaines
questions de la 2° partie de
l'examen.

3 0
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Lors de l'experimentation de cette methodc durant une
semaine snr des groupes, des mesures furent prises pour l'appli-
cation (J'un pr6test at d'un postest. La diff6rence obtenue
entre ces deux tests fut comparee aux r'6sultats des groupes qui
n'avaient recu qu'un enseignement traditionnel,durant cette
Warne p*oriode et pour le m'ame programme. Les resultats eamon-
trent que la retention de connaissances acad6miques est stati
stiquement 6quivalente dans les deux groupes dgmontrant que sur
ce plan l'enseigneraent par cette noievelle methode est aussi
rentable que l'enseignement traditionnel.

Par contre, des avantages marques sont a souligne: le
prof.ciseur allant moins souv'rJnt en classe est plus disponible
auN etudiants; ces derniers devant ejcider eux-eames.s'ils
assistent la dernire p'iriode en classe sont obligs de
s'auto&valuer de facon continue.

Cependant, les resultats n sont pas les leames sur le plan
affectif. A un sondage par questionnaire, les resulta5s de-
montrent un ti4s grand enthousiasmepour,la nnuvelle methode.

effet, les etudiants semblent gatter enormement la possi-
bilite qui leur est offerte de choisir eux-memes le programme
qu'ils aiment et trouvent facile de se servir du document
d'accompagnement tel que conqu. En plus de prgfrer cette
nouvelle methode a l'ancienne T.V., Us la pref'erent l'en-
seignement traditionnel.

Devant de tels resultats, le departement planifie
actuellement la production d'une,nouvelle serie d'emiss,ions
basses sur cette methode visant la satisfaction des "etud-
iants pour assurer la plus grande rental)ilite de notre en-
seignement. Ce qui est important au fond, ce n'est pas de
savoir si la retention imm6diate va 'Ztre la mZme mais c'est
de savoir que les Studiants aimeront 'etudier et seront motiv6s
davantage a 1'inte7riear d'un cadre qu'ils choisiront eux-mames.

The Use of Sixteen Millimeter Film hi Team Teaching and
The Production of New Material from Ex;sting Sixteen Millimeter Film

Maurice Dupre
University of Montreal

Presented at the Symposium on the Innovations
in the Teaching of Chemistry, The Thirty-Fifth
Two-Year College Chemistry Conference, College
Ahuntsic, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, June 8, 1973

The new field of Educational Technology is making us
aware of the "Systems Approach" to the teaching of various
subjects in the curricula of our schools, colleges, and un-
iversities.

The traditional position of the classroom teacher is
that of interpreter of the materials of instruction; text-
book, transparences, slides, etc. Film strips with their
built in text and often accompanying sound track, and espec-
ially sound films, have been considered both by the producers

3 1
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d the teachers utilizing them as "packag of mediated in-
struction" wherein, the "media teacher", i _ the film, commun-
ic,ates directly with the student according to the following
paradigm.

FILMS
-CHEM
-PSSC
-BSES

CURRICULUM
PLANNING

MEDIA g TERIALS
PRODUCTION

TEXTBOOK TRANSPA ENCIES

We advance here that it has been a falacy to statm that

the CHEM Study films are "packages of mediated instru
where, from a systems point of view the film has been assigned
one set of instructional tasks and the classroom teacher an-
other set.

Our work with 20,000 French language students and their

te&chers in the province of Quebec, Canada has proved that a
nriw approach in the use of films in the classroom is possible

and prone to an 80% adoptirn.
A hint as to the need of interpretation and possibilities

of Team-teaching with CHEM Study film is found in two of the

30 CHEM Study films. In the first " Gases and How They Combin-"

the mediated teacher, Dr. Pimentel, suggest to the audience

that the projector be turned off and that a class discussion

ta:ce place around the data accumulated in the preceding exper-

nvznts. Then again in the film "Vanadium-A-Transitien Metal",

tNe mediated teacher suggest that the projector be turned off

and tLat the students work out the electronic configuration of

the element.
In the retraining of chemistry teachers for the teaching

of CHEM Study and the use of CHEM Study films we have systema
tized the method of using films with the assumption that inter-

pretation is essential. We now see that the voluntary adoption

of a fixed strategy of instruction is as outlined in the right

hand side of the following paradigm.

3
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9
CHEM STUDY

PLANNING
NO FIXED STRATEGY

OF INSTRUCTION

CHEM STUDY
FILMS

!CLASSROOM
I TEACHER

FILM

FIXED STRATEGY OF
INSTRUCTION
SCENARIO
SOUND TRACK

-STUDENT NOTES
-GUIDE TO NOTES

TEAM-TEACHING
-,

1

CHEM STUDY I CLASSROOM
CHER

The question now before us is 11Go does one interpret a
Lm or Team-teach with a film.

Two new tools must be added to the film: the first a stu-
t workbbok or notebool and the second a detailed teacher

guide. The content of each is outlined below.

Vocabulary:
_

Cinema:

am-t aching:

A 16 mm sound film projected without interrup-
tion in a totally darkened classroom is here-
after referred to as "cinema".

A 16 mm sound film projected in a semi-dark-
ened clas3room and periodically stopped by
the teacher on "still" that is v'ith continu-
ation of the projection of a still image in
order that discussion, explanation, student
comments etc., and the taking of notes be
made possible is referred to from now on as
Team -teachinq. with a 16 mm sound film.

Ma sh in his history of PSSC complains that of the 2100
teachers who participated in PSSC institutes up to 1961 conceded
they had learned science, less than half of them had in fact
adopted the new materials (Marsh, 1964, pp 249-263).

Teachers as professionals, and districts as autonomous
governments, must be free to pick and choose the supplies they
teach with and purchase. The task of any partic6lar program
is to sell the teachers on the use of the materials. How can
we best sell the use of CHEM Study films? As cinema they are
of little value and are prone to "erosion". The teacher has
so much ground to cover that he just has no time to show films.

Our work has led us to believe that the way to sell the
teacher on the use of films is to get him involved, not dis-
placed, by the film. The film must Team-teach with him, the
matter to be covered.
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1 BUILT-IN ASSUMPTION ' ILT- N ASSUMPTION

1

ITNAT AN INTERPRETER THAT AN INTERPRETER
I IS NOT NECESSARY IS.NECESSARY

4-/

It is the-efore desirable to assume that the film is in
need of interpretation by the teacher just as much as the text-
book or the transpareucies making up the CHEM Study materials
are in need of interpretation contrary to what is suggested
by the :-ollowing paradigm.

T
FILM

`

CHEM STUDY
MATERIALS

d nt

1 STUDENT

Film Utilization

Student Notes
1. Purposes

information to be acquired
- initiation to knowledge to
be acquired

2. Partially filled notes
- diagrams
-tables of data
-graphs
statements
definitions

3. Objective test

BIBLIOGRAPHY

BUILT-IN ASSUMPTION
THAT AN INTERPRETER
_

Teacher
Teacher's Gbide
1 - summary
2 - purposes
3 what to do during

showing
4 - film outline
5 - film sound track

matched to completed
student's notes

6 - what to do after
showing,class dis-
cussions, etc.

- review of purposes
8 - supplementary mater-

ial
9 bibliography
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Individualized Teachin r IVletiiotls

Enseign !client Individualise De La Chimie Par L'Audio-Tutorat

Marie-Roinc Gervais
College Edouard-Montpetit
Longueuil, Quebec, Canada

P-,:esentd (in French) to the Symposium on the
Systems Approach to College Chemistry Teaching,
the Thirty-Fifth Two-Year College Chemistry Con-
fer lee, College Ahuntsic, Montreal, Quebec, Can-
ada, J u n - 7, 1973

Nous avon et& amenjs a penser a tin onseignoment indivi-
dualise,do la chimio,par l'audio-tutora en voyant le sueces
romporto par cetto methode appliquee en biologie par M. Postle-
thwalt a l'uiversite Purdue et aussi, en btant temoin des
excellent.; resultats obtenus par le departement de biologie
du CEGEP ()Li j'enseigno actuellement.

Co qui nous u attire aussi vers cotto methode cc sont
les avantages qu'elle procure aux etudiants Dans cette mthode,
Pctudiant devient l'agent premier de sa formation et il a
aussi l'avantage de pouvoir suivre son rythme personnel en met-
taut lc temps quill juge nécessaire 5 l'etude d'une question.

_ pout McIme revenir en..arri.'6re au besoin ou memo accelérer
lc rythme. De plus, l'etudiant peut choisir parmi l'ensem-
ble dos moyens mis a sa disposition pour cerner une question,
cclui qui convieuc le mieux a son mode d'apprentissage: ceci
pout tiller du film au texte Ocrit. De.plus, la liste d'objec-
tifs de comportement tres précis et tres détailles que l'etud-
iant recoit chaque semaine lui permet de savoir exactement od
ii va. Cos objectlfs constituent le minimum de ce qu'il doit
acqu&:rir pour qu'on lui reconnaisse une compftence en ce do-
maine. II pourra s'anto4valuer en fonction civ6 ces objectifs
et dbterminer par lui-mlme s'il doit.ou non recommencer telle
ou toile partie_ et aussi s'il est prlt a se faire 'Ovaluer.

Par suite, ir l'hiver 1972 nos effort§ se sont portes sur
-

les cours de chimie 202 et 201, soit un cours de chimieor.gan-
ique e;t un cours de chimie Ce'rigrale, puis le travail a étb
amorce en chimie_101 en hiver 1973 et sera poursuivi a l'automne
1973. Durant l'6Ce 1973, le travail dobutera en chimie 901
et 302.

Voici comment nous comp ons appliquer cette m(thode en chimie
organique 202 en automne 1973. Nous alions proce'der en trois
eppes: la premiere eTtape sera une assembrje génerale, la deux-
ieme, le travail individuel et la troisi-eme, l'6va1uation.

ASSEMBLEE G NERALE

Tput d'abord, ii y aura une assemblee generale au abut de
la session au cours de laquelle le professeur responsable et

etudiants feront connaissance. La methode sera alors exposee
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Ct c'tst a cette personne que les 6tudiants devront recourir

s'ils ont des difficultes main ce qui est important test qu'ils

le voient surtout commc un guide dans leur travail. Lors de

cette premare assemblée, le profess,eur exposera les grandes
orientations du cours. Ces assemblees se rePeterone selon les

besoins au cour_s de la session, par exemple pour faire les liens

entre .les différentes parties de la matiere ou pour faire un
expose- magistral sur des parties plus difficiles ou encore si

les etudiants en manifestent le dtIsir.

TRAVAIL INDIV DpEL

Ensuite, le travail de l'etudiant s'ef ectuera surtout en
cabine dans le centre d'études et au laboratbire qui lui est

contigu. L'etudiant recevra au d6but de l'aha6e un eahier de
travail,constitu6 de IS mini-cours. Chaque mini-cours contient
des schemas, des tableaux a remplir, des exercices, des tra-
vaux pEatiqqes et aussi des objectifs de comportement que nous
avons etablis avec l'aide d'un docimologue. L'etudiant sera
guide dans son travOl etape par "itape par un document audio-

viauel dont j'ai,preparde le scnario et dont la production a
ete faite par l'equipe audio'visuelle du colage.

Le document audio-visuel mis la disposition de 1 _udiant

dans sa cabine a pour but de l'aider a atteindre les objectifs

fix6s. Ce document-contient entre autre les manipulations que

l'etudiant aura effeetuer au laboratoire. A titre d'exemple,
j'ai apporCe" auj9urd'hui avec moi un document audio-visuel por-
tant sur une experieace de laboratoi;3 qui l'etudiant nra pas
le temps de faire au complet mais dont il peut voir le deroul-

ement quand ame et poursuivre a une etape que nous avons

determinee.
Regardons maintenant ce document audio-v suel qui est en

fait une copie de travail, de toute facon, je suis accompagnee
du responsable de la production qui pourra vous renseigner
sur les questions techniques qui pourront vous venir a l'espri
J'ai aussi apporte avec moi l'appareil que l'etudiant utili
sera dans sa cabine.

Le document audio-visuel ne contient que le strict mini-

mum de theorie necessaire pour comprendre le travail qu'il

fait. Ce travail en cabine et au iaboratoire sera d'une duree
minimale de 3 heures par semaine. C'est 11 dans sa cabine que
l'etudiant peut facilement fonctionner au rythme qui iui con-

vient.

EVALUATION

Lh troisidme tape est l'gvalua ion que nous voulons
mettre au point au cours de cet 5.q. Nous avons l'intention
de faire des tests r6guli'erement, a tous les 2 mini-cours,

par exemple. Cette evaluation pourra se faire en partie oral-

ement en reunissant des petits groupes de 7 etudiants ou en
r'eunissant un grand groupe d'kudiants qui sero5t 2menbs
subir alors des tes s scientifiquement structures a l'aide
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d'un docimologue. De toute facon, les tests seront prjpares

afin de v6rifier si les objectifs ont etc atteints.
Disons, pour elate cet expose, que la mini-experimenta-

tion que tente des 15,mini-cours de ehimie organique
laisse presager que cette methode a toutes les chances pos-

sibles de r6uss

Sell-Instructional Packages as Supplements for General Chemistry

John P. Mitchell
Ta-rant County Junior College, Nor 1-ast Campus

Hurst, Texas 76053

Presented at the Symposium on Modules for College
Chemistry, 33rd Two-Year College Chemistry Conference,
Dallas, Texas, April 6, 1973.

To clarify the purposes of the self-ins uctional pack-
es that I will describe, I will briefly outline the background

t'iat led to their development.
I joined the faculty of the Northeast Campus of Tarrant

County Junior College when the campus first began operation
five years ago. After same fifteen years of teaching under-
graduate chemistry ( in five different colleges), I encountered
an administration that was willing to devote more than lip-
service to the improvement of instruction. The district pro-
vides a competent media staff, adequate media equipment, and
encourages and supports faculty efforts to exptriment and.inno-
vate in the search for more effective instructional materials
and techniques.

I have always deplored the poor grades and high attri-
tion rate in my classes, and 'have worked through the years to
find better ways of helping students to learn chemistIy. I

supplement lectures with models, printed "hand-outs", films,
overhead transparencies demonstrations, etc., whenever and'
wherever I feel that they will be of value to students.

With the opportunity and the encouragement to utilize media
extensively as a tool to improve instruction, I decidod'what I
could do, within the4limitatdons of my abilities, time, and
past experience, that would be most likely to prove helpful to
my students.

My first inclination was to put the entire freshman course
into a self-paced, A-T format. After studying programs using
that approach (chemistry and other subjects), I reached several
conclusions. The sheer volume of work involved in developing
all the necessary soft-ware was beyond anything I could do.
'thin a reasonable time, while teaching a full load and _help-

ing equip and start up the physical science department of a
new college. Secondly, I was not fully convinced that a to-
tally self-instructional, A-T approach was any better than
what I was already doing. From observing a few programs
where such an approach was in operation, and vastly improved
learning was claimed, I found that innovative grading proce-
dures were also being used which made it -difficult for me to
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be sure that the improvement in stident performance was real
and a result of the mode of instruction rather than apparent
as result of the mode of grading. Finally. I enjoy lecture and
the classroom interaction with students, and I know from exper-
ience that many students learn very efficiently from well-pre-
pared and well-presented lectures. Therefore, I was reluctant
to discard lecture altogether for a system of instruction that
I still had some reservations abo t

Most of my doubts concerning the effectiveness of a to-
tally self-instructional, self-paced, A-T instructional pro-
gram have long since been laid to rest. Such an approach has
several decided advantages, and if the material is well-pre-.
pared and well-presented, I see no reason why it would not be
successful. It is my belief that there is no one instructional
system that is superior to all others, despite the pronounce-
ments of some educational theorists. Because of the varying
learning styles of students, providing a variety of learning
approaches is superior to any single approach. Also, I believe
that each instructor can be most effective when he utilizes
these instructional strategies that best suit his abilities,
interests, and particular situation.

I decided that the most helpful (and most likely to be
successful) thing that I could do for the student would be to
provide additional aveldies for learning; built around the lec-
ture which I have spent years in planning, organizing, and de-
veloping techniques of presenting. I have said all the fore-
going so that you would not be too disappointed by the very
simple self-instructional packages which I have prepared as
supplemental study material for my students. Although these
packages have not revolutionized the teaching of chemistry, and
although all of my students do not now make A's (in fact I still
have dropouts and failures), they do have some advantages and
have been helpful to my students. They provide the student with
another avenue for learning that is in addition to lecture, lab,
textbook, etc.

The material presented in the packages and order of pre-
sentation, closely parallels the lecture. The most important
facts and principles of each major topic are presented in a
series of self-instructional packages. Each package consists of:

1. Pre-test which is usually 10 questions covering
_

the material presented in the package. If a stu-
dent answers all questions co rectly he may skip
the package.

2. Booklet - which consists of: (a) a statement of
the objectives of tne unit, in behavioral. terms,
(b) pTi_nted material (using large type) and illu
trations similar to that which is presented in
lecture via the chalkboard, transparencies, etc.,
and (c) pl.jastice tests-which follow each small
segment of material. After the questions or pro-
blems of the practice test have been answered
(on the answer sheet which is provided) the stu-
dent turns to the next page where the answers
(or solutions to problems) to the practice test
are given..
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3. Answer sheet for Rractice te.sts in booklet.

Audio tape - cassette tape which explains, dis-
cusses, etc. material in booklet in manner similar
to classroom presentation.

Post-tes.t - which is similar to pre-test. If
the student misses any questions he is urged to
repeat all or part of the unit until it is mastered.

Evaluation form - each student evaluates the
package, prov ding information that is useful
revising them.

S-ecial charts - Periodic, atomic volumes, elec-
tronegativities, etc., and ,tables, such as logs,
etc., are added to packages as appropriate.

At the first class meeting each student i given a list of
the packages elld the way they are to be used is explained. They
may be checked out at the reserve desk in the library for study
in the carrels provided there or in the laboratory for study in
a satallite media room there. Also, they may be checked out for
for overnight or weekend use in a manner analogous to a book on
reserve.

To provide information of value in evaluating and imp oving
each package, the student is asked to mark any errors made on
the pre-test and post-test (a.comparison of the number of erro
gives an indication of the effectiveness of the unit) and on
each practice test (pin-points areas in greatest need of im-
provement), and finally to complete an evaluation form. All

these are turned in, unsigned with the packages.
Scme of the advantages of the packages are:

1 Student can study at the time most convenient to
him.

2 Each student can study each package at town rate,
repeating all or part as many times as necessary.

3. Practice tests provide for frequent and immediate
checks on comprehension and helps to reinforce
learning.

4 Questions on pre-test and practice tests ntro-
duce the student to the objectives in the form
of test questions which require behavior simi-
lar to the tests which will be given for grades.

5. Provide a convenient means of drilling students
on material the instructor considers most impor-
tant.

6. Extremely helpful to students who miss lecture.

An accurate assessment of the success or Lack of success
of the packages is not possible at this time. Their success
from the stand point of student response is unquestioned. Al-

though they are not required and no record is kept as to who

uses them, approximately 80% of the students do use them. This

is based on the numbers of tests and answer sheets turned in

for each unit. Also, the evaluation forms and individual stu-
dent comments indicate strong student approval.

The foll-wing comparison of grades, from one course which
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I have taught fur
provement in g_ades
to the packages:

Fall 1970

he
which

o

fast three years,
may be attributed,

F 11 1971

indicates some im-
at least in pa

Fa 1 1972

v Grade # StudenCI ade it Ttudents G:ade It Students
A 5 10 A 11 13.5 A 13 13.8

8 6 12 B 25 30.8 B 27 28.7

C 23 46 C 29 35.8 C 37 39.3

D 5 10 0 7 86 D 7 7.4

WtiF 11 22 WEIF 9 9.9 WU 10 10.6

Total = 50 Total = 81 Total =94

Some comments concerning factors that limit the inferences
can be drown from the above are in order.

I. These grades are from a one-semester course called
"Essentials of General and Biological Chemistry" which is de-
signed for students in health occupations programs. Therefore,
all packages are not used for this course. Also, admission to
these programs is fairly selective and the students are more
highly motivated, than the average. These classes are used be-
cause my teaching assignment has variee, making this the only
course where a meaningful comparison of grades could be made
over the past three fall semesters.

2. The number of packages avc211able has increased each

year since 1970.

3. New health occupation programs have been added since
1970. In general, the admission to these newer programs is less
selective than the dental hygiene program from which most 1970

students were drawn.

For the benefit of those who may have administ ative re-
sponsibility and would like suggestions concerning ways to en-
courage faculty in instructional improvement, I would like to
list some of the things which TC.JC N.E. administration has done
that has proven to be very beneficial.

1. Provide funds for adequate media equipment and staff.

2. Provide funds to allow a limited number of faculty to
undertake significant instructional development projects. These
projects fall into three categories based somewhat on magnitude:
(a) Acyclic projects - funds to provide for modest remuneration
to faculty members for work on special projects during Christmas
holidays, etc. Also, provide funds for materials, typing, etc.
Generally short-term projects. (b) SuMmer projects - remuner-
ation, materials, etc., for work during summer vacation on larg-
er projects. (c) Released time - reduction in teaching load to
allow for development of special projects.

3. Provide workshops devoted to principles and practice
of a variety of innovative approaches to instruction. Some
workshops were available locally, others out of town.

4. Provide travel funds to visit other institutions to
obse ve innovative prog ams, to attend conferences, etc.
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S. Brought in consultants to talk on special topics, con-
duct workshops, etc.

6. Last, but probably most important, the administration
has encouraged faculty involvement in the following ways, in
addition to the above: (a) verbal encouragement to all faculty
members and recognition and support for those who do undertake
worthwhile projects, (b) while encouragement is positive there

no attitude of innovate or else. That is, those with inter-
est and initiative are encouraged anc supported, but those who
do not have the inclination (or ideas) to try new instructional
approaches are not made to feel they have to do something dif-
ferent anyway. (c) There is no penalty for failure. The ad-
ministration has assured the faculty that it recognizes that
all innovative efforts to improve instruction will not be suc-
cessful. The philosophy seems to be that it is better to have
tried and failed than not to have tried at all. (d) Distinct
policy relative to ownership of instrucor developed instruct-
ional mcterials that prove to have commercial value is very
fair to the instructor.

A Report on Individualizing Chemistry Instruction for Mastery Learnhig
Eugene Marcy

Central Oregon Community College
Bend, Oregon 97701

Presented to the Use of Programmed Mate ial and
Individualized Instruction Timely Topic Forum
at the 30th Two Year College Chemistry Confer-
ence, Corvallis, Oregon, June 17, 1972

The problems which this project on individualizing instruc-
tion were addressed included the following:

1. Varying degrees of student preparedness in mathematics
and chemistry.

2. Varyng rates of student learning due to other class
pressures, outside pressures, and personal variations.

3. When a student gets behind, he seldom catcl,:s up.

4. Too many students are not successful, too many students
"slip through". At the end of the year many do not
know fundamentals.

5. Many students do not understand the material with one
explanation, i.e. foreign students.

6 No trailer course exists in the spring.

7. Conflicts in student schedules occur with only one
section of general chemistry offered.

The procedures adapted for this project included the follow-
ing:

Tape the actual lectures and use an overhead vojector
thea use the transparency to produce a ditto master and

then make lecture notes.
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2. Tapes and notes are available within an hour at the
library and in the instructor's office. This technique
generates a need for a learning resource center.

3. Frequent testing - (13, 1st. qtr., 8, 2nd qtr., 6, 3rd
qtr.) when the student decides he is ready.

4. The test is graded within 24 hours (usually) and the
student proceeds or repeats. A note is written and
posted telling weaknesses-.

S. Tests arc availabRe from the department secretary and
in the instructor's office. (Not much security).

6. Programmed text is used.

Results of the Pro'ect_:

A small number completed the entire sequence. Of 48

students who originally started in the fall, only three com-
pleted the 203 course by the end of spring term. It is very

important to note that 27 of the 48 completed only the first
chapter and took four or fewer tests. Thirteen completed 201;

7 of those 13 completed 202; and 3 who completed the 203 se-

quence. In January there were 9 students who began the 201

course. This was the first trailer course we had been able to

offer at COCC. Of these 9, six again did not complete over four

exams. Two students got over half-way through with the 201

course, and one student who began in January completed the

entire sequence of three quarters work in 2 quarters time. There

were 3 students who enrolled in 201 spring quarter. None com-

pleted the course. The results of giving the students respon-
sibility appears to be a failure with a large percent of our

students. Without constant prodding the extent ofdropout ap-

pears to increase tremendously.
On the positive side, the results obtained by those stu-

dents who did complete either a course or two, or the entire

sequence, appear to be exceptional. The same final exam was
given that had been given .to a previous class for the 201. The

results of the 13 students who completed the 201 was an average

of 148, compared to 102 in the previous class of 27 students.

There is a selection process having taken place An which the 13

students who completed 201 may represent the 13 best students.

There are probably some other students who have not yet completed

201, who will score relatively high on the final exam. To elim-

inate any possibility of just the top scores being recorded, the

13 top scores from the previous course were average4, giving of

135, as compared to this year's 148. In addition there were four
students this year who scores above 80% compared to none in the

previous year. There were eight students this year who scored

above 60% as compared to only three in the previous year. It

appears that improved learning has taken place among those stu-
dents who have put out sufficient effort to complete even one

course. The previous year there were 14 students who completed

the entire sequence, and received a grade. One of these did re-

ceive an F. The 14 took an American Chemical Society Cooperative
examination in general chemistry and averaged the 62nd percentile,

with the top score being at the 90th percentile. This year there

were four students who completed the course and took the exami-

nation. Three of the four scored at the 90th percentile or above,
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with the low score of the four being the 75th percentile.
One of the students who completed the entire sequence did

not begin until January. His success is indicated by his score
on the exam at the 92nd percentile: The student received all
of the lectures via the tapes and lecture notes, with the excel),
tion of two review sessions which he attended the last week of
school. There was no lack of individual contact.

Summary'and Conclusions

The technique allowed variable rates of learning from what-
ever source and reason. Some students were able to ease off
chemistry when other pressures were too great and then pick up
the slack. Others eased off and never picked up the slack. Stu-
dents did show the ability to recover to some extent, after get-
ting behind. One student did very little work first quarter
because of his work load, however he did complete two quarters
of work through the year. It appears that no student has slipped
through without a thorough knowledge of the fundamentals of chem-
istry. Many students including foreign students, commented on
the advantages of being able to rerun the tape to better under-
stand some particular part; rewind and relisten. Not one of the
six foreign students completed more than four exams.

The conflict of schedules was worked out with two of the
three students who completed the entire sequence, by allowing
them to miss the lectures in at least one quarter. We are now
able to offer Chem 201, 202, and 203, each of the three quarters
as well as during summer school. This has given the students
a great deal more flexibility and has allowed students to begin
in January.

The great failure has been in the low number of students
who have been able to successfully complete the program. Other
more subtle weaknesses is the large amount of time involved with
27 exams through the year, in addition to the 73 lectures. An-
other disadvantage is the amount of time required of the instruc-
tor. It is necessary, when individualizing a course, to have
an instructor available for the individuals. In addition, the
large number of tests that are taken and the inefficient method
of grading one or two tests of a kind increases the work load.
The additional disadvantage is that the administration tends to
view the work load as being decreased once the program is pre-
pared. As an example, next September I will be offering 201,
202, and 203. The plans are to begin an organic course which
will be a three hour lecture course in the fall. Our department
chairman has determined that with that small a load, I could
also teach Math 11 because I won't be lecturing to the 201, 202,
and 203. Probably the only ultimate answer would be to have an
administrator teach the course in this manner.

The cost of conversion is quite minimal from the equipment
and material point of view. I received a $200 grant qnd prob-
ably spent for supplies another $100. This included the pur-
chase of three cassette recorders of the $30 to $35 range, which
have automatic level control, built-in AC capabilities, and ap-
pear to be extremely rugged. The only other costs were the
sixty minute cassette blanks which were purchased at a local
discount store at 42t each and the reproduction of the notes.

Recommendations for Modifications for Next Year

Next year there will be a deadline for each of the irst four
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tests with the assumption that if a student commits the time to

complete the first chapter, and take the test for it, he will

more likely continue on his own when he is turned loose. Rather

than having three scheduled lectures per week, each :.lass will

have one discussion time at which the main thrust will come from

the students. Each student will also be given a schedule show-

ing where he should be at any particular time if he anticipates

completing the year's sequence in three quarters time. Further

refinements could be multiple forms of each test and multiple-
choice questions so that the test could be machine graded.

Chemistr for the Allied Heal h S udents

Trends in Paramedical (lietnis

Fthelreda Laughlin
Cuyahoga Co munity College, Western Campus

Parma, Ohio

Presented to the Symposium on Chemistry for

Allied Health Students, the Thirty-Third Two

Year College Chemistry Conference, Dallas,

Texas, April 6, 1973_

Paramedical programs in two-year colleges include the

following:
Certified Laboratory Assistant
Inhalation Therapy Technician
Medical Assistant
Medical Laboratory Technician

Nursing
Occupational Therapy Assistant
Physician's Clinical Assistant

Surgical Assistant

Mo t of these require some exposure to chemistry.

Recent symposia lead one to believe that the chemistry taught

in these programs is integrated with other disciplines, e.g.

anatomy and physiology, and that it is taught in departments

other than chemistry. A survey of catalogs of fifty com-

munity colleges indicates chemistry departments teach para-

medical chemistry. No.

Taught in chemistry 37

in biology 5

in physical science 2

No chemistry required 6_

TOTAL SO

The courses in the thirty-seven colleges in which the para-

medical chemistry is taught by the chemistry department was

further investigated. The length of the course varies as

follows:

10
4

12

4 4
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One quarte
One semester
Two quarters
One year
Three semesters
TOTAL

No.
11

24

5

54
5

4

9

2

20
2

37

Usually there a e no prerequisites for the class. Some

require high school chemistry, ethers algebra:

hosen at random by depa tment
had ciu.unity college or unior

secretary.
college on

No.

Those se ected
cover.

No prerequisite 20 54
High school chemistry 7 19
One year of algebra 7 19

High school chemistry
and algebra 1 3

High school chemistry
and two yrs. algebra 2 5

TOTAL 37

A subcommittee, Chemistry for Allied Health, has been
meeting at every 2YC/ since March, 1971. They have been
concerned mainly with the question, "What shall we include
in paramedical chemistry?".

The Los Angeles meeting in April, 1971, was concerned
with i.norganic chemistry only. A list of topics generally
given in paramedical chemistry texts was studied. Time
allotmJnts are listed in Table I.

TABLE

u.uuEw
Quarter Semester Yea

Total Time wks wks 15-16 wks

Measurement

Atoms, Molecule
& Periodic Char

Solutions

Equations

Stoichiometry

Gases

Radioactivity

1½-3 hrs

8 hrs

4-5 hrs

2 hrs

-

1 lab

1 wk

5 hrs,

2-4 wks

6-8 hrs

2 hrs,2 k

3 lec

2 wks

21/2 wks

3 wks

11/2 wks

11/2 wks

Generally one-third of the paramedical chemistry offering
is devoted to general chemistry. The metric system and temp-
erature conversions are studied. Orbital configurations are
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deleted in one-quarter and one-semester classes. The study
of solutions includes per cent and molar concentrations
but does not cover molal and normal solutions. There is no

time for redox reactions or stoichiometry problems and gas
laws are given only a brief survey.

The same kind of study was done at the subcommittee
meeting in Boston, in April, 1972, with organic chemistry.
A list of topics from two texts was exa- ined. Time allot-
ments are listed in Table li.

TABLE II

TRY

UARTE S

Molecular Structure 4 hr. 3 hrs. 1 hr.

Hydrocarbons 34 hrs. 9 hrs. 7 wks.

Alkyl halides 4 hr. 1 hr. 2 wks.

Alcohols, Phenols, 1 hr. 24 hrs. 2 wks.

Ethers

Aldehydes 6 Ketones 2 hrs. 34 hrs. 2 wks.

Acids, Esters 1 hr. 24 hrs. 2 wks.

Amines 14 hrs. 1 wk.

Structure, nomenclature, and medical use of organic
compounds are emphasized in the courses. Some reactions are
considered, e.g. substitution, addition, hydrogenation, ester-
ification, but many are not even mentioned, e.g. Grignard re-
action, and there is not time for discussion of mechanisms of

reactions.
Biochemistry was the discussion topic for the subcommittee

in New York, August, 1972. Rather than go through the tedious
procedure of examining a list of topics and trying to recall
exactly how much time was spent on each, the lists were taken
home by committee participants and mailed. Again, time allot-

ments are shown in Table III.

TABLE III

B.10".HEMISTRY

Total Time

QUARTER

5-8 wks.

SEMESTER

2-7 wks.

Carbohydrates

Lipids

Proteins

Nucleic Acids

High Energy Compounds

Enzymes

Metabolism

Body Fluids

Drugs
46

4-9 hrs.

1-74 hrs.

2-12 hrs.

0-2 hrs.

0-10 hrs.

0-6 hrs.

0-74 hrs.

0-2 hrs.

0-4 hrs.

2-54 hrs.

1-4 hrs.

1-44 hrs.

0714 hrs.

0-2 hrs.

0-2 hrs.

0-10 hrs.

9-1 hr.

-1 hrs.
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Coverage of biochemistry is generally limited to carbo-
hydrates, fats, and proteins.

What chemistry teachers offer and what paramedical pro-
grams directors want are not necessarily the same. The direct-
ors of twelve programs at Cuyahoga Community College and Cleve-
land State University examined the list of questions given in
the Inorganic-Organic-Biological Chemistry Test for Paramedical
Chemistry (ACS examination, Form 1971) , to decide whether or
not each of the topics was important to his program. The top-
ics selected by 75% or more are given in Table IV.

TABLE IV

INORGANIC

Number statint that this

Iazis
Body temperature 16

Dialysis 15

Atomic structure (no. of 14

electrons)

Solubility ( as in liquid) 14 88

Buffers 14, 12 (2 questions) 88 75

pH and molarity 14 88

Osmotic pressure 14, 12 88 75

Temperature & energy 14 88

Catalyst 14 88

Oxygen in anes_hesia 14 88

Calories 13 81

Atomic number 13 81

Per cent concentration 13 81

Use of soap 13 81

Physical changes 13 81

Conductivity of solutions 13 81

Weak acids 13 81

Energy & motion 13 81

Mixtures and compounds 12 75

Metric conversions (weight) 12 75

Per cent

100

94

88

ORGANIC

Ethers 13, 7, 7 questions) 81

Hydrogen bonding 12, 9, 7 75

Amines, basicity 12 75
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TABLE IV (con'd.)

B IOCIIEMI STRY

100Glycogenesis 16

Digestion, peptide bonds 16, 15 100

Digestive enzymes 16, 15, 15, 13 100

Blood plasma, blood serum 16, 16 100

Denaturation of protein IS, 14 94

Carbohydrate metabolism 15, 15 94

Glycolysis 15 94

Caloric value of fats 15 94

Plasma proteins, edema 15 94

Protein metabolism 15, ( 94

Isotonic solutions 15 94

ATP-ADP 15, 14 94

Vitamins 15, 14, 13, 7 94

Hormones 15, 15, 10 94

Inorganic salts in metabolism 15 94

Cell membrane permeability IS 94

pH and enzymes 14 88

Carbohydrates 14, 12, 10 88

Protein structure 14 88

Protein, isoelectric point 14 88

Proteins as buffers 14 88

Iodine number 14 88

Bases in DNA 14, 13 88

Radiation and DNA 14 88

Lipid absorption 14 88

Chemi try of nerve impulses 14 88

RNA 14 88

Respiratory chain hydrogen
transport system) 14 88

Carbohydrates, digestion 13 81

Hemoglobin 13 81

Fat metabolism 13, 12, 11 81

Chloride shift 12 75

Fatty acids 12, 9 75
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Note that about one-third of the inorganic topics were
considered important and only two of the topics in the organic
list were selected by 75% of the group. In contrast, most of
the questions under biochemistry were chosen.

The dilemma of the chemistry instructor is like that of
a foreign language teacher having to teach a course such as
French for the Traveler. He must delete most of what he con-
siders basic to the study and include only what is needed for
the student to get by.

Biochemistry is the vocabulary that the paramedical needs.

Chemistry for the Allied Health Students at Santa Barbara City College
Ray O'Connor

Santa Barbara City College
Santa Barbara, California 93105

Presented to the Sympos um on Chemistry for
Allied Health Students, Thirty-Third Two Year
College Chemistry Conference, Dallas, Texas,
April 6, 1973.

Santa Barbara City College is a community college with
an enrollment equivalent to approximately 5000 full-time stu-
dents. Like most community colleges in California its curric-
ulum includes vocational as well as transfer programs, and
its allied health programs are quite similar to those fouhd'
in other two-year colleges. The place of chemistry in the
allied health programs at City College is shown in Table I.

Table

esent Programs Length of Program Chemistry
Required

Registered Nursing (ADN)

Vocational Nursing

Dental Assisting

Medical Assisting

Radiological Technologist

-- _

4 semesters

3 semesters

4 semesters

4 semesters

4 semesters +
internship

Required

Recommended

Proposed Programs

Inhalation Therapy 4 semesters Required

The chemistry course that is required of an RN candidate must
be completed before the student is accepted into the program.

It is interesting to note that the number of associate de-
gree nursing programs is increasing, while the number of nurs-
ing schools and hospital schools is decreasing, and that approx-
imately one-third of the nursing students are in two-year pro-
grams (Table II).
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Table II

Trends in Registered Nursing Programs and Enrollments

Oct. 1971 Oct. 1972 Enrollment
1972

Baccalaureate

Associate Degree

Diploma

Number of programs

285

491

587

293 (19)

541 (55)

543 9

73,890

67,543

71,694

1363 1377 8- 213,127

*Figures in parentheses are for California

If the ADN programs in communiy colleges continue to grow
t the rate suggested by these figures, it is likely that the

majority of student nurses will one day be enrolled in two-year
programs. For this reason it would be a good idea to examine
the place of chemistry in a typical ADN curriculum.

A number of ADN programs have no chemistry requirement,
but these programs are in the minority. Many schools include
chemistry as part of the curriculum, while in others it is a
prerequisite for admission to the program. In most cases the
chemistry requirement is satisfied by a short course -- often
no more than one quarter in length. Many schools either do not
See the need for, or do not have the resources to offer a chem-
istry course designed for students in the allied health areas,
with the result that these students often derive little pro-
fit, and less pleasure, from their chemistry experience.

One semester of chemistry is a prerequisite for admission
to the ADN program at City College. Until 1970 the chemistry
department offered two introductory courses: a one-year course
for science majors, and a rigorous one-semester course with an
emphasis on problem solving.. During the 5 years prior to 1970
I had become acutely aware that neither of these courses was
providing the nursing candidates with the background that they
would need for physiology and microbiology. By agreeing that
I would design the course so that it would be suitable for
students besides those in the allied health areas, I was per-
mitted to offer a third alternative -- a course in which chem-
ical theory provides the background for understanding many
biological phenomena.

The major problem I encountered in preparing for this course
was the lack of a suitable textbook and relevant laboratory exer
cises. The available books were either too long, too difficult,
or lacking in appropriate examples and applications. For this
reason I have written "Chemical_Princi les_and Their Biolo ical
IRELLELLETIE," which will be PUblished in January, 1014, by
flaMilto-n Publishing Company Division of John Wiley. In writ-

ing this book I tried to take into account the shift in pro-

grams from traditional.diploma schools to the community colleges
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and to aim for a final product that would be appropriate for
the shorter courses that are generally associated with ADN
programs.

Since the course and the book are so closely related, in
describing the course I shall be describing the book as well.
The traditional separations between inorganic, organic, and
biological chemistry have been largely ignored. I have at-
tempted to integrate organic and biochemistry wherever they
are appropriate -- for example, organic compounds are discussed
along with the inorganic compounds in the section on chemical
bonding, and again in the section on properties. I have made
selective omissions of material that I felt was less important
than other concepts; thus there is little, if any, discussion
of reaction mechanisms, equilibrium and solubility product con-
stants, classical thermodynamics (although entropy and energy
relationships are covered in detail), and electrochemistry.
The emphasis is on application of theory rather than problem
solving. Stoichiometry and gas law calculations are included,
but they are not stressed. Perhaps the most effective way
of explaining the primary thrust of the course is by selecting
two representative topics and showing the way in which these
topics are approached.

The introduction to this type of course typically includes
a discussion on measurements and physical properties and states
of matter. My approach is to show that an inVestigation of the
properties of matter is superficial unless we incorporate meas-
urements in more fully describing these properties. In the dis-
cussion of physical states of matter, I point out the use of
liquid crystals in locating inflammation and blockage of circu-
lation, and the relationship between the heat of vaporization
of water and the use of steam for sterilization. Cryogenic
applications include the preservation of tissues, organs, and
fluids in "banks", and the surgical techniques employing liquid

nitrogen. The calorimeter description includes a little follow
up on exactly what calories mean in terms of energy value, how
the calorimeter is used to determine the energy value of foods,

and the significance of it. We talk about the specific heat of
substances. It is a perfect place where you can bring in the
idea that the specific heat of water is a very important fac-

tor in controlling the body temperature because of the tremen-
dous heat that is required to raise the temperature of a being,
which is primarily water, so you can stand out in the sun all
day and soak up these calories and the temperature doesn't go
up too much. You have a cooling mechanism which also depends
on heat of vaporization which happens to be very high so we
can also talk about the heat of vaporization controlling the
body temperature.

Specific gravity determinations are brought in when you
talk about urine and other fluids in the body. Pressure meas-
urements are related to blook pressure and its significance.
This is how measurements are introduced to the students. I

believe that there should be a reason for everything that we
do in this course and a follow up to it.

Almost all books have a chapter on water and solution

5 1
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chemistry. In solutions it is not just aqueous; there are
tinctures and elixirs. When we talk about temperature effects
on solubility is a beautiful time to introduce the problem
of transporting a non polar gas in an e5sentia11y polar med-
ium and the problem of low solubility of oxygen in water
and the effect of temperature on solubility and when the
blood flows through the lungs and gets cooled then it has
slightly higher affinity for the oxygen that is dissolved
partially. When we talk about concentrations, tie the con-
centration to something. Milligram per cent is very easy to
introduce and tie it to blood glucose or other electrolyte
concentrations in the blood stream. Parts per million is
easy illustrated with the example of chlorination of swim-
ming pools or drinking water supplies. Parts per million is
typically used when talking about water pollutants or air
pollutants. Percentage by weight and by volume is used in
making up saline solutions and so on. This doesn't mean that
I eliminate molarity, but these are more close to home type
things. The preparation of dilutions is related to the dilu-
tion of germicides and chemicals for injections. Colloids
are tied to the cell as a colloidal dispersion. In the pro-
perties of water are included reactivity with metals, oxides
of metals and nonmetals. Also include the hydrolytic pro-
perties of water on biological molecules paving the way for
the introduction of digestion at a later stage. In connec-
tion with hydration we bring in the examples of the hardening
of Plaster of Paris and the use of desiccators for drying
chemicals. Colligative properties opens the whole thing up.
Here we talk about osmosis, dialysis, vapor pressure, and the
autoclave using high temperature steam for sterilization.
In this area on membranes it is really fun: the permeability
of ions and selected molecules; the chemical model of a mem-
brane; the osmotic pressure relationships; the production df
edema as a result of osmotic pressure differences; hemo-
dialysis; the explanation of the artificial kidney machine;
low sodium foods prepared by dialysis; the use of reverse
osmosis; and membranes for the desalting of water for water
supplies. The drowning of a person in fresh water occuring
when water enters the lungs, enters the blood stream by os-
mosis, causes hemolysis of the red blood cells and liberates
potassium ion which causes ventricular fihrulation so that
the person recovers from drowning and dies of a heart attack.
The physiological functions of water are Lubrication, trans-
portation, purification, temperature regulation, and hydroly-
sis of molecules. The reuse, and reclamation of water to make
it potable ties the whole thing together.

In conclusion, the course should meet the needs of the
students and it should not follow traditional lines or be
just abstract chemical theory. I have attempted to give the
theory relevance and show the importance of chemistry in the
allied health areas in my book. I welcome your comments and
suggestions after you have examined it.



Chemistry for the Allied Health Students at Staten Island Com _unity College
Seymour Stambler

Staten Island Community College

Presented to the Symposium on the Chemistry
for Allied Health Students, Thirty-Third Two
Year College Chemistry Conference, Dallas,
Texas, April 6, 1973.

Staten Island Community College has an enrollment of 5400
day and 3200 evening students. It is a fully accredited co-
educational institution and is a unit of the City University
of New York. The school is sponsored and administered by the
Board of Higher Education, the governing body of New York
City's municipal college system, under the program of the
State University of New York. Under this program, the state
provides one third of the operating budget of the college and
half of the capital budget, the balance being provided by the
city of New York and by nominal student fees.

The college offers 2 year transfer programs leading to
the AA and AS degrees and 2 year career programs leading to
the degree of AAS.

As part of the City University we participate in the CUNY
OPEN ADMISSIONS POLICY. This policy opens admission to the
University for all who nave graduated from a New York CitY
High School after June 1970. Mere admission is not enough - the
university makes every effort to provide the remedial and sup-
portive components to prevent the open door from becoming a
revolving door. When this policy was initiated, the university
was also mandated to preserve and enhance its academic qual-
ity. The colleges were charged With the additional requirement
to develop new paths of lateral access. The colleges were man-
dated to adapt to the needs of students rather than compelling
students to conform to rigid institutional patterns.

From the brief overview of Open Admissions, two Olings
may have become evident. The first is that the policy was
not devised so that students would be admitted in September
and sent home the following January or June. Secondly, open
admissions is not a means of diluting educational programs.
The content of the courses should also continue to include
what a quality faculty considers necessary to be included.
This, according to the guidelines, might require restructuring
and redesigning curriculum.

Reactant A is the policy mandated to the faculty. In
chemistry we are still dedicated to teaching subject matter.
Therefore, we had to take a closer look at the student to help
us attain our mandate. Let us look at reactant B, the student.

Our average student is the first in his family to attend
c Ilege. More than 45% of the fathers and 44% of the mothers
did not complete their high school education. Our student does
not receive any assistance from home; for many of them this
includes financial aid. As a result over 50% of our students
have to work to help pay for their education. Coupled with
this time consuming obligation, (44% work more than 30 hours
per week), is the problem that 55% of our students cannot make
opt mum use of their time because of poor study techniques.
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The students' lack of basic skills in reading and mathe-

matics make learning chemistry difficult. Their failings in

these basic skills have hindered them throughout their academic

career.
Thirty-six percent of the students have difficulty in con-

cept formation, another prime requisite for achievement in chem-
istry and somewhere along the line, they have developed a dis-
like or distaste Eli-, or a fear of chemistry and they are not

sure that they want:or need the course. Sixty-five percent of
our entering students are not certain of their choice of a
career; they desire aid in planning a vocation. When these
students are confronted with what_is to them a relatively dif-
ficult course, they decide that chemistry is not their cup of

tea. To me, this is apparent in a study of the grade distri-
bution in a chemistry course offered in a year before open
admission (Pall 1968) and the distribution in the same cou se
scheduled during Open Adm sion (Spring 1972).

Percentage ef: Registrar's Grade Temporary
A B C D F H

'44
3/K Grades

L(MN)P
After OA 9 13 17 8 7

Before OA 8 17 26 16 8

12 32
22

3 19

2

5

The grade distribution in the A B F grades was not that
different. However, the C & D grades and the registrar's
grades do differ considerably. Before Open Admissions, the
percentages of C & D grades were 26 and 16 respectively. After
Open Admissions these were reduced to 17 & 8 per cent. At first
glance this might be taken to mean that the OA students received
better grades. However, it means that the poorer students ii
the class dropped the course and the better students of this
group remained to receive the C & D grade. The number of stu-
dents receiving registrar's grades H, J, K, etc. doubled after OA.

Thus we see from this data and data available from other
courses that the student prior to Open Admissions was more mo-
tivated, more interested and willing to learn and more willing
to work to learn. Since the student no longer furnishes the
drive, the burden of stimulating the student's interest and mak-
ing him more willing to work falls on the teacher. Most teach-
ers have their own methods for motivating and stimulating and
making the students more interested. These i_cannot discuss
here. However, more attention to the profound effect of chem-
istry on society and the role of chemistry in our daily lives
helps bring some of the students around. Applications of chem-
istry to the chemistry and physiology of the body also aids in
stimulating their interest.

The problem of how to make the student work more can be
partially overcome by more direct assignments and more attention
to the assignments that is, assigning homework and then grad-
ing this homework or giving quizzes on the same material. We
have also found take note exams where the student can work at
his own pace are also effective. We also offer assistance to
students in helping them to do additional work by offering
a pre-chemistry course in which we teach the language of cheni-
istry and chemical arithmetic in more or less drill fashion.
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cover the material at a very slow pace and concent3!ate on
methods of solving chemical problems and the arithmetic t at

is an integral part of the problem solving operation. This

COUTse is not exactly a remedial course as it is designed pri-
marily for those students who have not had chemistry in nigh
school and who, we precict will not be able to keep up with the

pace in our regular chemistry course. We make OUT prediction,
that is, we select students for these courses on the results
they obtain in a mathematics placement test plus their high

school average. FOT those students who are especially weak in
mathematical skills we have a remedial mathematics course in
which the required remedial aid is given to the students.

We also offer what we call "MINI COURSES" for those stu-
dents who find that they are having difficulty in maintaining
the pace and for those students that the teacher thinks needs

some additional work. These courses begin six weeks after the
beginning of the semester so the student as well as the in-
structor are awaxe by this time that the student does need some
additional help.

The Mini Courses are conducted four hours each week - 2

sessions for 2 hours. These are recitation sessions where
numerical problems are gone over in great detail. The working
out of the problem, the numerical calculations, are as much, if
not more of a burden to the student, than the setting up of the

problem. This remediation in arithmetic as well as the train-
ing in chemical calculation, is better trainitg than simple
arithmetic drill. The student has been subjected to arithmetic
drill throughout his educational lifetime without any observ-

able effect.
In a learn ng situation such as this mini course, the s

dent learns better because his calculations do not involve
isolated numbers in an abstract situation. While working out
his chemistry problems he sees the need for, atd the applica-

tion of, his calculations. Apparently he does gain more from
this approach. I cannot give you any data on the effectiveness
of this course as it was just begun last semester end we only
had 1 class of 10 students.

It is interesting to note that the volun eers for the Mi
Course are the better students in the class. They axe the on s
who welcome additional work. Since enrollment is limited,
there is no room for these students in the mini course. How-

ever, they also gain. One advantage of these mini courses fox
the better student is that the pace in class can be accelerated
because the slower pace needed for the slower student is now
available to him in the Mini Course. One instructor has also
invited his better students to assist him in conducting the
Mini Course. This peer teaching situat4on works out very well
for both the poorer and better student as the poor students
can receive almost individualized attention when there are a
sufficient number of interested good students. Helping or
tutoring is also of benefit to the better student as it helps
him to clarify his thoughts so that his explanati ns can get
through to the needy student.

We also have atutorial program conducted by a tutorial
center. The problem here is that many tutors do net know
sufficient chemistry to clear up the student's problems. Good
students aiding the teacher in a mini course I think makes fox

a better learning situation.
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al so have a rot ding and s tudy s id _Is co iite,r wl.ore stu-

dents with reading and writing -_' oh lens aro g iv en indiv idua 1

iustruction . Most of our chola ist ry s tujent s do ncpt have fun-

damental reading problems whor,- they cannot dee odc- ind iv idua I

works. However, many are weak reader s - that l s, despite the

years that they have spent in school, they have nc7t had suffi-

cient reading practice to gain profic ieilcy in a field that we

more or 1 ess take for gran ted
We cope with the prob lens of the w ea k read er by not ex-

pecting too much from his firs t readi ng o f the tezt. We can-

not expect him to go home and prepare f or c 1as by reading al

We have to cover the material in class and prov ide reference
points and the appropriate basic vocabulary. Witi-athis back-

ground, the students can then go home and read the assignment
for learning and retention.

To circumvent this weakness in reading I try to minimize

the number of terms and even concepts to those needed as pre-

paration for advanced courses in chemistry I believe that

once the student has worked through his first yeavhe will be

ready to expand his vocabulary. In our chemistry for the

health sciences we attempt to provide sufficiemt tackground in

general , organic and bioch emis try so that the tmtdcnt can be

successful with his advanced udies.

Laroducing Allird Health Students to Generta Oriinie aid Biochemistry

Darrell P. Eyman
University of Iowa

Iowa City, Iowa

Presented to the Symposium on Chemistr,for
Allied Health Students, Thirty-Third: TI.,soYear
College Chemistry Confe _nce, Dallas, 'Texas,
April 6, 197:3,

A two-semester terminal course in genera, organic and
biological chemistry is offered at the University of Iowa ,
where a typical class is 50% pre-nursing student and 30%
home economics majors. Peopl e who think it irnposibl e to cover
all these topics in two semesters should look at the para-
medical requirements and interests of the stadenis, The most
important single function of such a course is to serve as a
prerequisite for other courses of a biological_ -riture, so the
course should be structured to help students in Iiological
courses. Judicious choice of topics is necessary,and not
all topics "sacred" in traditional chemistry nee.1 be presented.

The first semester topics in the course offred at the
University of Iowa inc ude metric system, gas laso, solutions,
acid-base theory and electrolytes in addition to Wpics which
are direct prerequisites for the second semester such as bonding
and geometry of molecules, energetics of reaetios, reaction
rates, catalysis and chemical equilibrium.

Emphasis is on the functional groups and boid polarities
in the second semester with biochemistry interwonim so the
student learns to focus on the important parts oithe mole-
cules and develops the ability to predict reacti.ons. Hydro-
carbons, alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, carboxyli4acids,
acetals and hemiacetals, heterocycles, amides arliamines are

among the topics that lead into carbohydrates, 1371oteins, lip-

ids, nucleic acids, enzymes, and metabolism.
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The laboratory classes. which arc taught as separate
registrations with pre- and co-requisites of chemistry, con-
tain experiments such as the assay of aspirin and the assay
of gallstones, chosen and developed with an eye to the allied
health fields, emphasizing fundamentals rather than specific
applications.

Students emerging from this two-semester course are
not well-versed in descriptive chemistry but they have
developed a working knowledge of the fundamental principles
governing chemistry and have shown it is possible to readily
assimilate biological concepts presented on a molecular basis.

i:entation

instrumentation: Sophomore Organic Chemistry and the Future
D.L. Fishel

Kent State University

Presented to the General Chemistry Section, the
Thirty-Fourth Two-Year College Chemistry Conference,
Cuyahoga Coumunity College - Netropolitan Campus,
Cleveland, Ohio, May 11, 1973

1 wish to address two levels relative to instrumenta ion
in a sophomore level organic course, (A) the theoretical-
empi ical interpretation level in a lecture course, and (_) the
"han ._-on" laboratory level.

Over the past fifteen or so years have seen a very
significant change in the orientation of the undergraduate
organic course from a clasical reaction-equations based on
functional group approach, necessarily requiring considerable
memorization, to one in which structure and mechanism have
served as a rational basis for clossifying organic reactions;
functional group chemistry is there but it is secondary. A

brief historical perspective is in order.
In the 50's infrared spectroscopy as a tool which depend-

ed on instrumentation began to find its way into textbooks,
but largely as an appendix, more often ignored as too com-
plex for most instructors to wrestle with in a formal way.

Perhaps one of the earliest pioneers to attempt teach-
ing an appreciation of the practical use of infrared spec-
troscopy as a tool in the analytical laboratory was Nelson
Fuson of Fisk University. He has conducted Summer Institutes
for this purpose continuously for about twenty or so years.
Many of the attendees of his Institute programs have returned
to their own campuses to initiate using infrared spectroscopy
in their undergraduate organic chemistry courses.

In 1959 Morrison and Boyd's first edition textbook involv-
ing an integrated approach not :3tily between aliphatic and
aromatic chemistry hut more importantly between mechanistic
and structural concepts with classical organic reactions, ap-
peared on the scene and was adopted by large numbers of organic
chemistry teachers. Ih2 Morrison and Boyd text did not how-
ever, introduce spectroscopy or instrumentation in a direct
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way to the organic curriculum. The results of experimental
work depending on instrumentation were presented, often in a
very glib and convincing manner, but little connection was
made with the origin in the laboratory of those results.

ln the lecture classroom one of the first successful in-
tegrated approaches was probably that of J.D. Roberts, who in
the early 60's introduced P.N.R. as a basically simple ap-
proach toward showing an experimental basis for the structure
of organic compounds. The success of this was demonstrated
in the textbook with M. Caserio (1964) in which a major
departure from "tradition" was made by placing a large and
important chapter on spectroscopy at the beginning of the
book and with integration of the material on spectroscopy
throughout.

Since that time, new successful textbooks or revisions
have followed this integrated approach between the inter-
pretation of the experimental basis for structural knowledge
and the chemistry of organic compounds. Most instructors
now agree that the timing for these concepts in a first ex-
posure should fall somewhere toward the end of the first
quarter's work. This gives an opportunity to develop the
language and the images of organic chemistry, then to demon-
strate the solid structural base in terms of spectroscopic
experimental evidence. This approach has been taken with
texts devoted to full year courses and also for many abbre-
viated or terminal courses in organic chemistry.

1 think it is now safe to say a lecture discussion of
the theory and basis for spectroscopic evidence for organic
chemical structure is not only here to stay, it is essential
in imparting to the student the evidence and basis we have
for our concepts of structure and reactivity of organic
compounds.

Unfortunately, the laboratory course has generally not
kept up. Few students today have a real hands-on approach to
the use of spectroscopic tools OT instruments for the study
of organic compounds. The reasons for this are largely prac-
tical ones. Most of us do not have the budget to equip an
undergraduate laboratory with the instruments needed to al-
low all students to get full exposure to modern spectroscopy.

Nevertheless, most of us have afforded to have the fol-
lowing instruments:

(1) Several gas chromatographs, at least the basic
sort, isothermal with thermal conductivity cells
as detectors. F/D is also now available on an
inexpensive model.
An "infracord" type infrared spectrometer (.a num-
ber ave now available at N $3000).
Colorimeters, which extend partially into the
ultraviolet region.

Some of us can also have:
(4) An inexpenSive 30 or 60 Megahertz 2_1.211E aaga_et-

ic resonance s ectrometer these now range from
$6000 to approx. ff1,000.

of us can yet consider:
A mass spectrometer of any kind although with the
advent of chemical ionizatlon, I predicl that mass
spettroscopywill,finVitsway'ilito undergrdduate
lecture textbooks at least to the same extent as
infrared spectroscopy if not N.M.R.
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What is to be done?
First, let me develop briefly my own philosophy for

undergraduate laboratory as it relates to the use of instru-
mentation and a hands-on approach forstudents. Our organic
laboratory course at Kent State University has been divorced
from the lecture course, insofar as records keeping, and to
a fair extent even as a scheduled corollary to the course con-
tent. That is, we do not feel it is necessary to demonstrate
the reactions of specific functional groups at the same time
they are being discussed in lecture. I do not argue the peda-
gogical value of an attempt at such correlation, but we find
it of less importance than the development of laboratory
skills in an order that will allow an interested student to
strike out on his own, to learn organic chemistry by its prac-
tir,e.

I would like to outline our initial approach to labor-
atory for the beginning student:

(1) We first introduce skills for manipulating and puri-
fying solids, largely because these are usually eas-
ier to work with and afford a measure of aesthetic
pleasure to the beginning student. These include:
(a) solubility tests (the beginning of qualitative

analysis)
(b) recrystallization (including testing purity by

melting point)
(c) chromatography, at first simple column chroma-

tography
We may also include
(d) sublimation

(2) ,Skilis for manipulating.and charaCteriiing liqUids:
(a) distillation plus the first "instrument", a

refractometer, which is the best simple way tc_

establish purity of liquids
(b) later steam distillation, then vacuum distilla-

ion are introduced with appropriate experiments

Further skills for qualitative analysis:
(a) extraction, with further consideration of sol-

ubility differences of organic compounds
(b) T.L.C. and Infrared analysis

This first exposure to spectroscopic instrumentation in
our course is infrared analysis via an experiment which is a
simple one: "unknown" samples are provided of a solid car-
bonyl compound

The experiment itself is a reduction of the carbonyl com-
pound to an alcohol and identi ication of bo h.
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This is optionally followed with:
Analysis of the reaction with T.L.C,, the

Purification by recrystallization, the mpt. is used
for help in characterization.

(4) The infrared spectrum of star ing material and pro-
duct are obtained to show gross differences between
-OH and C=0 stretching frequencies.

We have two infrared machines for approximately 180 stu-
dents which are divided into four spections of approximately
45 per section.

We must do the infrared analyses with student teams and
we must schedule with several different experiments over-
lapping. Very soon after this initial exposure, the reverse
reaction is investigated:

The students are encouraged to use the same techniques
they employed before and to report on the results:

(1) T.L.C. is a reqUirement here.

(2) The infrared spectrum is suggested as a follow up.

(3) The techniques of recrystallization are again nec-
essary here to get a good infrared spectrum (the
alcohol is usually cholesterol, the product from
which is not outstandingly easy to purify).

We also introduce the gas chromatograph as a hands-on
instrument relatively early in the course. The first experi-
ment is somewhat artificial; they are given a simple made=
up mixture of solvents to separate and identify by relative
retention time measurement and by peak enhancement. We feel
the bariables involved in gas chromatography are experiment-
ally more difficult to control, therefore we do not expect as
much as with the infrared experiment.

Following this initial exposure we make these instruments
generally available and suggest that anatyses be run routinely
en products obtained via preparative experiments. Many of our
experiments involve an element of qualitative analysis; that
is several different starting materials can be used and are
given out as samples. Part of the

Later in the course, although this will likely be moved
up in the future pending the acquisition of an inexpensive
60 megacycle instrument, ,,,ye introduce NMR. This is via demon-
stration by _instructors and graduate students, not at present

GO
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a hands-on approach. The students 0 n samples are used how-
ever, and again the team approach must be employed. What do
we see for the future?

As is usually the case, a revolution is occurring under
our noses. I predict that in five years all laboratory
instruments which depend primarily on electronics for their
operation will undergo a drastic price reduction as well as
a sophistication of design which will make even a mass spec-
trometer into a commonly available undergraduate laboratory
instrument. Equipment so affected will include:

(1) Gas chromatographs

FID and Electron Capture Detectors will employ cheap
solid state electrometers and amplifiers. Total cost will
probably be under $50 and most of this cost will be due to
hardward machining of cells and metal parts; electronics will
cost less than $1-$2.

(2) Infrared and Ultraviolet spectrometers

(7) Nuclear Magnetic Resonance spectrometers

For these instruments the electronics cost will go down
by 5 to 10 times. In the latter case (NMR) this will also in-
clude the cost of highly stable RF -_ransmitters and magnetic
SCanning clectroniCS.

(4) Mass spectrometers

The past five years has seen the standard Nier-Johnson
instrument go from a cost of approximately $120,000 down to
approximately $25,000. This has resulted with the develop-
ment of (a) all solid state electronics and (b) computer
designed electromagnets which are much more efficient, smaller
in size and therefore less expensive. In the next five years,
Quadrupole instruments will become even more readily available
and an instrument suitable for simple research and teaching
should be available for less than $5,000.

The slide-rule has recently become a sophisticated elec-
tronic calculator and the L.S.I. electronic circuit chip has
made them available for approximately $50 to $450 today.
Much of this cost is added on by distributors and middlemen.
The actual cost of the least expensive is probably under $20.

(5) In the next five years, the computer will be a
standard laboratory instrument not only for large research
labs, but also for the undergraduate teaching laboratory. It

will be used for data acquisition and recording as well as
for data reduction.

The great expense of multiple analog recordings from
each of many analytical instruments will disappear when all
are coupled to a small time-shared computer that can output
tabulated data and perform sophisticated computations. Such
computers are presently available for approximately $6000.
These should g0 down to approximately $2000 counting all
peripherals.
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Recommended initial references for Analog and Digital
Modules and I.C.s as the "new" approach to chemical instru-
mentation:

(1) R.G. McKee, "A Modular Approach to Chemical instru-
mentation", Anal. Chem., _42, 9IA (September 1970)

(2) John S. Springer, "Using Integrated Circuits in
Chemical instrumentation," Anal. Chem., 42, 22A
(Jaly 1970)

Raymond E. Dessy and J.A. ntus, "Computer Inter-
facing" Anal. Chem. 4.5_ 124A (February 1973)

Obtaining and Using a Gas Chromatograph in an Academic Chemistry Laboratory

C.H. Breedlove
Montgomery Community College

Rockville, Maryland 20850

Presented to the General Chemistry Section, the
Thirty-Fourth Two-Year College Chemistry Conference,
Cuyahoga Community College - Metropolitan Campus,
Cleveland, Ohio, May 11, 1973,

To paraphrase Shakespeare in Julius Caesar, Act IV: there
is a tide in the affairs of men (and Chemistry Departments),
which taken at the flood, leads on to fortune. In my case,
it was not fortune, but qas chromatography. Five years ago,
there occurred within our department a unique and propitious
series of events that began to exert a continuing and signi-
ficant influence on our courses in chemistry at Montgomery
College. These events were:

(1) I was granted a one-semester sabbatical leave for
purposes of advancing my education through the grad-
uate school of a local university. During the course
of the'sabbatical, I completed several advanced
courses in analytical chemistry.

(2) The summer following the sabbatical, I attended the
ACS short course entitled Basic Gas Chromatography
given in Washington,'D.C. by Drs. Harold McNair
or V.P.I. and James Miller of Drew University.

Our college was undergoine rapid expansion 1D enrol-
lment and had decided to-enlarge the sciende facili-
ties through construction of a neW 1.2 milli-n dol-
lar science building.

My period of graduate study made me aware for the lirst
time, of the greatly increased use of G.C. in the field of
chemistry, while the ACS short course gave me specific infor-
mation on the theory, uses, instrumentation, and cost of this

very important instrumental development of the last 20 years.
Like many of my colleagues, my own undergraduate and graduate
school background in the 1950's was obtained before G.C. be-
came a widely known and used technique. Academic obsolescence
is a common enough problem to all teachers, but one I believe
to be particularly acute in the two-year colleges, where re-
searCh in one's discipline is typically minimal. It was then,
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the fortuitous combination of my sabbatical and the ACS short
course that made me aware of the possibility of usi g G.C. in
the various courses in chemistry at our college.

Without the construction of the now science building how-
ever, all of my ambitions might have been for naught. In cluv
state, Maryland, capital funds to support new construction
are financed Se, from the state and 50% from the county. Since
large sums of money are involved, the cost of furniture and
laboratory equipment becomes a much smaller percentage of the
total than would be the case if a large amount of money was
requested for a particular instrument through the annual oper-
ating budget of the college. My experience has shown that
budget planning for construction of a new facility is the only
time when expensive laboratory instrumentation can be request-
ed with relative assurance that the request will meet with
administrative approval. If your college is financed in a sim-
ilar way, don't bo conservative when planning tho equipment
budget for a new building! It may be your only opportunity
get ci(Uipmfleiit more sophisti -ted than beakers, bottles and
burners.

As you might -Ivo guessed, the purchase of one or more
chromatographs was high on my list of budget items for

equipping the new building. At that time, spring 1969, I

fo nd very few companies manufacturing gas chromatographs
specifically designed for educational uses. Carle Instru-
ments in Fullerton, California was the best known. Gow-Mac
in Madison, New Jersey, had just begun to market their pro-
duct and Galen Ewing's A.R.F. Products had a gas chromatograph
which was a part of its modular instrumentation sries. There
may have boon others, but I was unable to lor:ate them. For
several reasons, but most importantly from conversation with
people using the instruments, I chose the Gow-Mac for our col-
logo. I have not regretted my choice. The cost of setting
up the Gow-Mac Gas Chromatograph was broken down as follows:

Gow-Mac 69-100 Basic G.C. $ 595.00

Gow-Mac Strip Chart Recorder (Imv) 595.00

2 Stage Gas Pressure Regulators and 75.00
Fittings

Helium Cylinder (72 cu. ) plus 13.50
Demurrage ($1.60/month)

6 Hamilton (2.5 microliter) syringes 72.00
@ $12.00

Bubble Type Flow Meter (10 8.00

1/10 Second Stop Watch 40.00

Miscellaneous, including extra chart 50.00
paper, soptums, copper tubing, etc.

TOTAL COST $1 448.50

irst gas chromatogr ph finally arrived during t_e
summer of 1970 and an interes ed student and I assembled it
and began to learn how to use it. During the remainder of
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the summer and fall, members of the d pa tmental faculty also
began to familiarize themselves with the instrument. Their
interest in learning about G.C. was enhanced when I incorpor-
ated a demonstration with the instrument into our fall labor-
atory program in our main course offering, CH 101. When each
faculty member became aware that he would have to do the demon-
stration himself for his particular lab class, the motivation
to learn- became acute. (The fact that 1 was the chairman of the
department, permitted me to introduce such radical changes in
course content). In this way, the G.C. was first introduced to
the faculty of the department. They then proceeded i;e teach
their students and instruction in G.C. is now a well established
part of our course of study.

For those of you in the audience who may not be too famil-
iar with the theory of G.C. (or G.L.C. as it is sometimes
called), there are now chapters in most textbooks of analy-
tical chemistry that describe the method rather completely.
The theory is even finding its way into some textbooks of gen-
eral chemistry. Basically, it is a most powerful Separation
technique which can also be used for both qualitative and
quantitative analysis. It is especially good at handling or-
ganics which can be volatilized below 250-300°C. Since this
temperature range incorporates about 99% of all organic com-
pounds in common use today, the versatility of G.C. is ob-
vious.

The heart of G.C. is its column packing, since this is
where the actual physical separation of the components in the
mixture occurs. The column packing consists of an inert, solid
support phase, typically crushed firebrick or diatomaceous
earth which has an extremely large surface area. Each tiny
particle of this solid support phase is then coated with a
non-volatile liquid phase. There are hundreds of different
liquid phases reported in the literat7)re and being marketed
today. Each has a specialized use. The Gow-Mac 69-100 is.a
dual-column instrument, with ono column packed with a sili-
cone oil as the liquid phase. The trade name for this liquid
phase is DC-200 (Dow-Corning) and its low polarity makes it
useful in separating hydrocarbon mixtures. The second column
is packed with a polyglycol material whose trade name is
Carbowax 20M (Union Carbide) . The carbowax column is moder-
ately polar and is thus most useful in separating the com-
ponents of polar mixtures. Having a dual column instrument
provides the operator with a eertain'versatility and many
interesting experiments can be performed using just these
two columns. If more diverse experiments are to be per-
formed, columns with different packings can be purchased from
several different sUppliers for $25435 each. Tt is not dif-
ficult to remove a column and install a different one.

A partitioning process somewhat analagons to repeated
solvent extractions taken place between the components of the
mixture and the liquid portion of the column packing as the
mixture is swept through the colu n by the carrier gas, which
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is typically helium, but could be any one of several different
gases. If there are any differences in the structure of mole-
cules in the mixture, they then interact with the liquid phase
in the column in varying degrees. Those that interact strong-
ly will be retained on the column longer than those that do
not, assuming approximately equal boiling points of all com-
ponents in the mixture. Thus, although all components in the
original mixture enter the column at the same instant in time,
by the time they have traversed the column, they exit one after
another. The length of time each component spends in the cOlumn
is known as the component's "retention time" and is character-
istic of each compound, under a given set of experimental con-
ditions such as the nature of the column, temperature and car-
rier gas flow rate.

There are several types of detectors available today
which serve to indicate to the operator when a component is
leaving the column. The simplest and least sensitive type is
the thermal conductivity detector. A thermistor is used in the
Carle instrument while the Gow-Mac model we have uses a gold
sheathed, hot wire filament. More sophisticated detector
systems include flame ionization detectors, electron capture
detectors, et al. The cost of the G.C. approximately doubles
when a flame ionization detector system is employed and I un-
derstand that they are prone to a number of problems that would
be greatly intensified in the hands of an inexperienced oper-
ator (student). The thermal conductivity detector is based on
the principle that a heated filament will lose heat at a rate
which depends on the composition of the surrounding gas stream.
The rate of heat loss thus is a function of the composition of
the gas surrounding the filament at the time. In the Gow-Mac
69-100 instrument, one electrically heated filament located
at the effluent end of one column is continually exposed to an
atmosphere of pure helium earrier gas, while the second filament
located at the end of the second column is exposed to an at-
mosphere of helium plus component. A wheatstone bridge type
of circuit continually measures any imbalance between the re-
sistance of the filaments. Recall that the resistance is a func-
tion of the filament temperature, which in turn is a func ion
of the atmosphere surrounding the filament. An imbalance _n

the circuit appears in the form of a peak on a strip chart re-
corder, which is continually plotting circuit balance against
time. Marking the time of the injection on the chart paper
and knowing the chart speed (2inches/minute is common), it is
possible to directly measure the retention time of a compon-
ent by measuring with a ruler from point of injection to
point of component c,uak. As noted earlier, the retention
time can be used in the qualitative analysis of the component.
The peak height (or area) can be used for quantitative anal-
ysis. A block diagram of a typical G.C. would then show the
necessary components.



At Montgomery College, we are using C.C. in four dif-

ferent coui-ses: (1) In our general chemistry first-semester

lab, the instructor introduces the topic by means of a four-

minute, silent Super S film loop on G.C. done by Rod O'Connor

(Harper El Row Films). At the beginning of the semester, the

student has received an outline on the theory of G.C. in his

laboratory packet of instructions, so he is supposed to have

read about it before coming into lab. Following the showing

of the film, the instructor then demonstrates to the class how

a liquid sample is mesured into a syringe, injected and a

chromatograph obtained. For the demonstration, we use a_50:50

mixture of n-heptane (B.P. 98°C) and n-propanol (B.P. 97°C).

We inject first on the carbowax column (the polar one) and then

on the DC-200 column (the non-polar one). The order of elution

is reversed on the two columns, hut the two compounds are very
effectively separated on each. Following the demonstration,

a discussion concerning theory, terminology, technique, etc.,

ensues. We will frequently find students staying late or com-

ing around for more information at a later time, which I have

always felt is the best indicator of student interest in a

topic.
(2) In organic chemistry, students use the C.C. them-

selves, after having boon certified by an instructor as to

their competenc. method is used by the organic student

to follow the prugres of a typical fractional distillation,

that of CC1 and benzene The various temperature cuts are
. . _ _

.

chromatographed and the reilts offer striking visual evi-

dence of the efficiency of the students' distillation. At

othor times, the organic students routinely use the G.C. to

cheek on the purity of the products of their syntheses. In

this way, they develop quite a senseof pride in being able

to demonstrate a "pure" product. As mentioned earlier,
special column is needed to separate and identify amines or

tho products of an esterilication reaction, since any mix-

ture that contain_F Iyater cnnot be handled effectively us-

ing the columns that originally come with the G.C.

(3 & 4) In analytical chemistry and in our honors course,

the G.C. has been used in student individual project work.

The projects have involved testing of consumer products such

as different brands of cigarette lighter fluid, paint remov-

er, spot remover, and in a most ambitious project, automobile

gasoline. The spot removers were tested for the presence of

illegal carbon tetrachloride as well as other chlorinated

hydrocarbons. The gasoline project was an attempt by an hon-

ors prcrgram student to analyze low-lead or lead-free gasolines

for increased aromatic content. The student was made aware

that gasoline manufacturers were introducing aromatics into

their gasoline mixtures at the refinery in order to hold the

octane rating high while reducing or removing entirely the

additives tetramethyl and tetraethyl lead. In order to sep-

arate and identify the aromatics, we relied on Gow-Mac's ad-

vice as to a proper column to use. We were told that dinonyl
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halate or UN.-' had been used successfully for such a sep-
tion. Tricresyl phosphate had also been used. We ordered

the chemical and proceeded to build our own column which was
then substituted for one of the two in the Gow-Mac instrument.
After overcoming a number of plumbing problems, the student
was able to show an increase in the aromatic content of a pop-
ular brand of non-leaded gasoline as a function of the in-
creased cost per gallon of that brand of gasoline. In carry-
ing out the project and,particularly in building his own col-
umn, I feel the student learned a great deal about chemistry
in general and G.C. in particular. Studies have also been
done by our analytical chemistry students on the effects of
varying experimental conditions on peak heights, shapes, and
retention times. Calculations of number of theoretical plates
and height equivalent to a theoretical plate (HETP) have been
made.

Two former students, now chemistry majors at a local un
versity, recently returned to our department to use our G.C.
as a preparatory instrument to purify a new organic chemical
they had synthesized. They did this work over the past
Christmas holiday and modified our instrurent so that 'They
could collect the desired component fraction out of the ef-
fluent stream by condensing out the fraction using a low tem-
perature trap,

In addition to the 8 mm film loop mentioned earlier,
other methods to teach G.C. involving programmed instrumen-
tation via audio cassette and slides (Communication Skills Co.,
Fairfield, Connecticut, 8$80.00 for 43 slides and a 23-minute
cassette on Basic Relationships and Instrumentation) as well
as an ACS audio tape presentation of the short couvse are
now available. Sadtler in Philadelphia also has similar pro-
grammed instruction. Since I have no experience with any of
the series, I can offer no comment as to their value.

I have found the following sources of information to be
quite helpful:

1. The instrument manufacturer. If his literature
is not sufficient, a simple phone call to thP
manufacturer's technical staff will often suf-
fice to answer most questions. Gob-Mac has
been most cooperative in this respect.

2. The textbook Basic Gas Chromato a hy by
H.M. McNair and E.J. Bonnelli, Sth ed., 1969,

$5.00. This is the text that was provided
to ti urticipants in the ACS short course.
It is a well written book for the beginner in
G.C. and should be a part of any chemical library.

Catalogs from major suppliers of chromatographic
materials, such as Applied Science Labs, Inc., in
State College, Pa., and Supelco, Bellefonte, Pa.

In conclusion, as I looked at the impressive title
Professor Mooney had assigned to my part of the program
tonight, I was reminded of the scriptual passage from Ec-
clesiastes, "There is no new thing under the sun." The ex-
periences I have had with G.C. at Montgomery College are not
really that "innovative" and I am sure that many of you
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;MC c tonight have used this instrunent in far MOTO
ver ways than I. I hope, however, that those of you new

to the subject, or hesitant to get started, have learned a
few things here this evening that will stimulate you to ac-
quire and - art using a G.C. in your d-partment.

L'Approche La Chimie Organiqu Dams Les Uops Du (twAec

Antoine Four'
Cegep La PoCaticre

LaFocatiere, Quebec, Ca ada

Presented (in French) to the Organic Chemistry Se
_ion, the Thirty-Fifth Two-Year College Chemistry
Conference, College Ahuntsic, Montreal, Quebec,
Canada, June 8, 1973.

Je suis fier de presenter a mes coll'eoues amricaifls
canadiens de la chimie, comment la chimie organique est o

aux '?.tudiants, des Cogep du Que!bec.

lout d'abord la formation d'un etudiant en chimie organ-
iquc s'effectue a l'aide de deux cours, comprenant chacun 75
heuros, sc divisant en 45 heures de formation th6orique et 30
heures de travaux pratiques, soit les laboratoires.

Memo. si la formation en chimie organique est produite 3

l'aide de deux cours, Je vals considJrer l'approche, suiteut
en regaid avec le premier, car, le deuxieme repond sensiblernent
ine continuite de ce premier.

Actuellement, le chimie organique se donne aux etudiants
on concentration sciences de la sante "médecine pharmacie, art
dentaire, etc", mais, .l'approche,qui est maintenant en vigueur
a et6 faite, pour une eventualite prochaine, d'effrir ce premier
cours aux Ctudiants de sciences physiques "chimic, biochimie,
biologic, microbiologi etc" et il serait pour eux on coil'.
terminal.

11 y a a. vrai dire, deux manidres pour cominencer tude

de la chimie organique. Premierement, il y a la methode des-
criptive, soit l'e7tude Tar les fonctions, par l'apprentissage
d'un grand,nombre de reTactions, avec une description explica-
tive des m6canismes qui s'effectuent. Deuxidmement, une etude
surtout d'ordre structrrale, par le connaissance de la ste.reo-

chimie, par la conn4issance des facteurs influencant la ract-
ivite des composes tels les effets inducteurs st6riqles et,

pour en arriver a une comprehension des mecanismes r&actlennels,
qu'on peut appliquer Tar la soite aux fonctionE concernges soit
les alcools et derives halog6nes dlns le cadre, dec- mbcanismes
de substitution et d'elimination. Cette derir méthecle a
l'avantage, de faire appel plutot au xaisonnement et I la logique,
qu'a une somme assez imposante do connaissances a apprendre.

Comme au Quebec, il y avit des des adeptes des deux m.6thodes,

l'approche clue nous avons actuellement.;const un compremis
entre ceux-ei.

Ainsi nous avons_11±2:22yoche suivant_:
En premier lieu nous Tsons nature d'un compose

organique.

et
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Ceci fait, nous,prsentons les principales fonc
"alcanes, alceines, derive's halogZ-3, alcoois, etc"; _ suite
nous caracterisons les groupement fonctionnels de ces fonctions
pour passer aux r'egles de nomenclature U.I.C.P.A aiin.que
l'Ztudiant, voit l'etendue et poss'ede un langage ordonne de la
chimie organique.

Pouvant naintenant distinguer les fonctions et situer des
composes, nous poursuivons,avec la_stereochimie des composes
?our ensuite asser a la reactivité des composes organiques, en
etudiant systematiquement les facteurs, pouvant influencer
cette reactivitb.

A ce point, 1f6tudiant possede une connaissance de la
chimie organique du point de vue statique seulement, mais ii
est en mesure dfaborder l'aspect dynamique par l'Ztude des
reactions entre les composes; ce qui impliqueAufon commence

ce moment une introduction aux mecanismes rgactionnels.
Pour cette introduction aux mgcanismes reactionnels, mous

6tudions presqu'uni9uement au point de vue ggngral les eacanismes
de substitution, d'elimination et dfaddition. Nous ne coasiderons
pratiquement pas les categories de substitution ou d'glimima-
tions tel les 5_1 ou S 2 ou EE2. Ces divisions apparaitrqnt
lors de ifetudendes folictions, ou l'on recontre ces dits mecan-
ismes. Un point sur lequel nous insistons pour faciliter la
comprehension des mgcanismes, est la connaissance adequate au
niveau Lectronique, de ce qu'est une base_et un acide de Lewis
ou en d'autres mots, un nucleophile et un electrophile, car les
reactions organiques se rsument toujours a des reactions acides-
bases de Lewis ou reaction nuc16ophi1e-electrophi1e.

Finalement, par la connaissance des comportements rgaction-
nels nous t5rminons par une etude un peu plus descriptive des
fonctions deja presentees;

Les alcanes

Se caract iersun par les mcanisrnes radicalaires.

Les alcZnes

Se caractgrisant par les m canismes d'addition
la r'egle de Marhowni kow.

Les alcynes

Permet de fairc ressortir a titre de renforcement
les mecanismes dfaddition.

Chimie du beni6ne

1.f-etude des proprietes particulieres de cet
tare.
Lfetude des mecanismes d'addition et de substi ution
eleotrophile et lfetude de lorientation de la sub-.
stitution SUT un noyau benzenique dejp monosub

De-ives halosZnes et alcool_s

Ces deux fonctions sont ideales a l'etude plus do-
taill-ge des mecgnismes de substitution S

a
1 et 5

n

ainsi que ceux d'Jlimination E, et E2 avec la
connaissance de la r-agle de Saytzelf.
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Ainsi cette mgthode d 'approche nous perinet de comp 16ter
plus rapidement la formation en chimie or gar0;q1Le udeuxime
cours par 1 'etude des fonctions aldehydes , een7le, khers
acides et d6rive-s , amines, etc et conserver aimsi n certain
laps de temps a I 'int6rieor de ce cours pour nme Iltaroduct ion
a la biochiniie.

Chemical Techoology Prograrinnies in (Nitwit,
Day id Dean

Mohawk College of Applied Arts & Technology
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

Presented at the Chemical Techno logy Seeeion, the
Thirty-Fifth Two-Near College Chemistry Conference,
College Ahuntsic, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, June 8,
1973.

The purpose of this talk is to give a general picture of
chmical technology programs in the Province of" Ootario. Rath-
er than discussing the details of individual progvams at dif-
ferent colleges, I should like to concentrate on discussing the
concept of a chemical technologist as understood jIn Ontario and
the ay in which we attempt to produce such a p er 5on This
would be the most informative approach I believ e, since this is
an international audience and many different interpretations
are placed on the word "techno logist" . It is a lsc) highly prob-
able that the type of secondary school education Leading up to
enrollment in a chemical technology program wii 1 tle very dif-
ferent in the many states and provinc es represe nted here, so I
would like to give a brief look at the total se coradary and post-
secondary educational scene in Ontario.

Secondary education in Ontario has for many years been
either a four year (grade 12) or five year (grade 13) program.
This is presently undergoing a change to a cred it system where-
by a secondary school graduation diploma will be granted to stu-
dents completing 27 course credits. The grade 13 or Honours
graduation diploma is usually required for Unix er5.ity programs
and grade 12 or a general graduation diploma it; required for
entrance to a technology program in college. For chemical
technology, math and science (physics and cherd str-y) and English
are required subjects-

Ontario has 14 pub iicly supported Universi tis, 22 Colleges
of Applied Arts and Technology (CAAT' s) z-ind zurner-ous other pro-
fessional schools such as Art Colleges and /slurs ing Schools.
About 183,000 students are in full-time atteada-Pce at these post-
secondary institutions. The Colleges of Applied iurts and Tech-
nology grew out of tlie Provinces ',Institutes of Technology"
and are intended as career oriented institutions with terminal
programs. By this I mean that the colleges wer e niever intended
as nansfer schools, but rather as an alternative to University
for those desiring post-secondary education . Tlie diagram (fig. l)
illustrates the alternative educational routes _ava.ilahle to
students leaving secondary school at c:ifferent sta.ges. Note
that CAATs encompass a very broad ranse of Frog-Taos. It is the
3-year program from which the technologist is vad..uated and that
is the one which I will discuss today. . I shouiid Like to note
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in passing that lateral transfers between programs in the col-
leges are often made, such as between 2-year and 3-year pro-
grams, as well as transfer from college to university programs
or vice-versa. Thus while nobility is retained, programs aTe
designed for their own end and not to satisfy any transfer func-
tion to another institution.

F I GU R E I

EducatiOnaiFkWPChan

1

Honour graduates of the Four-Year
Programs may be accepted for enrol-
rnent In a 3-year college program.

2
Grade 13 graduates may be accepted
with advanced credits to certain
programs.

3
An applicant who does not have a
clear admission may be given the
opportunity of writing qualifying
examinations.

4
After issessrmient. deserving zppficants
may t.1.0 eligible for advanced standings
acultor fot' accele4tted programa.

5
RFFER TC THE OFFICIAL COLLEGE
PUBLICATIONS FOR SPECIFIC
ADMISSION REOUIREMENTS, AND
DETAILED INFORMATION ON
PROGRAMS.

Elementary Secondary

Grades
K4

Grade 12
or 27
acceptable
Secondary
School
Credits

grade 12

grade 11

grade 10

grade 9

Tertiary or Post-Secondary

Universities. Colleges of
Applied Arts and
Technology, Nursing
Schools, Professions. etc.

Employment or further ducation

Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology

r Programs

2-year Programs

1-year Fro9rarrta

A prenticeahlp
P og rams

Accelerated
Academic Upgrading

Employment or
Further Education

Employment o
Further Educatlon

Employment or
Further Education

ification

For entrance to an
appropriate course In a
College of Applied Arts
and Technology
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The terms "Chemical Technologist", "Senior Technic'

"Laboratory Technician",'Chemical Technician", and other simi ar

phrases mean different things to different people and perhaps
they all mean the same thing to some people. I believe most
Canadians, and certainly most of my colleagues from Ontario
would accept the description following as that sidtable for a

Chemical Technologist.
"The Chemical Technologist i man or woma_ whose academic

training lies somewhere between the professional chemist or
chemical engineer and the chemical technician. He is expected

to have sufficient knowledge of his subject to solve new prob-
lems by the application of chemical principles, and should be
able to analyze problems and recommend new procedure or changes

to procedures for relatively uncomplicated systems. He would
normally take direction fron a chemist or engineer but would
handle the routine collection of data and analysis on his own

initiative. He may direct the work of one or more technicians
and should himself be sufficiently competent in laboratory pro-
cedures and techniques to train laboratory personnel".

I admit that this is a fairly broad definition, but it is
consistent with the type of work being done by our graduates.

For example, recent graduates have been employed as lab analysts
for the Health Protection Branch of the Provincial government;
field analysts for the Department of Inland Waters, Federal
government; a packaging engineer for a drus- manufacturer; pro-
duction supervisor for a winery; a chemical. aquipment supplier;
production engineers for a steel company rilot plant, and other

diverse activities. The emphasis there'Thr:, is on flexibility
and the college programs are designed t) aa.hieve this feature.

Let me at this point contrast the technologist with.the

chemical ochnician, since this is an important distinction and

often causes confusion. The technician generally requires much

less theoretical knowledge about his subject, but considerable
laboratory technique. Usually the technician is a Nery differ-

ent person than the technologist, content to handle oore rou-
tine lab tasks and work under close supervision. The .aahnician

is not just a junior technologist, but is rather a ctin-'
entity in the same way that a technologist is not a junicr or
second rate chemist but has a unique job function.

Having thus established the nature of the chemical technol-
ogist let me now look at the college curricula as a'rneans of

achieving the unique product about which I have been speaking.

Although the 14 CAATs which have chemical technology programs
do not have identical curricula, they are similar enough to be
treated collectively for purposes of discussion in this paper.

Figures 2, 3 and 4 show the course content for the first,

second and third years of the chemical technology prograni at

Mohawk College. All students taking Engineering technology
programs at Mohawk take a common first semester and essentially
a common second semester. This has the advantage of allowing
-tudents to transfer between programs at the end of the first
year with minimal la_onvenience and also permits the broadening
ofbackground we raqJire for work done in subsequent years. Aa
orientation course in the second aemester which is non-credit,
is used to give students better idea of what they may expe,:t
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to find in industry. Former graduates have been brought back
to the college to participate in a discussion forum with the stu-
dents; films are shown; and the students are asked to work on
display cases with the subject matter being any chemical topic

of their choice.

Figure II

FIRST YEAR
PROGRAM OF STUDIES

FIRST SEMESTER

NAME HOURS PER WEEK
Lee. Lab

Chemi try
Electricity
Engineering Drawing and

3 2*
3 2

Applied Mechanics 2

Communications 4

Mathematics
Physics - Mechanics and Heat 3

Physical Education 1

Orientation and Counselli g 2

2

SECOND SE ESTER
NAME HOURS PER WEEK

Lec. Lab

Applied Mechanics 2

Chemistry 3 4

Electricity 3 2

Lit. and Language 4

Mathematics
Physics - Sound and Light 3

Physical Educat on 1

Urientation and Counselling

*Alternate weeks

In the third and fourth semesters, ti student has his ir

substantial introduction to organic chemistry, anal tical chem-

istry, and physical chemistry. There 1.; a ser,iarate laboratory
for each course and emphasis is placed on technqes an cl. famil-

iarization with equipment. In the organic lab, for exampl),
students first learn to assemble a desired experimental config-
uration using ground glass apparatus; how to prepare melting
points; make a steam distillation; and other techniques basic

to organic preparations and purifications. After the first few
weeks they learn how to prepare a sample and run an infra-red
spectra so that during the year titey routinely take the I.R.

spectra of material they have prepared. They take enough
theory in I.R. to learn to identify major functional groups
and some fine structure, but the main point is that they be-
gin to work with I.R. early and routinely which permits much
more detailed study in subsequent courses.

7 3
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Figure III

SECOND YEAR
PROGRAM OF STUDIES

THIRD SEMESTER
NAME HOURS PER WEEK

Lec. Lab

Organic Chemistry 3 3

Inorganic Chemistry 2 -

Analytical Chemistry 2 3

Physical Chemistry 3 3

Mathematics 4 -

Basic Electronics 2 2

Liberal Studies Elective 3

FOURTH SEMESTER
NAME H OURS PER WEEK

Lec. Lab

Organic Chemistry 3 3

Chemical Process Indust-ies 2

Analytical Chemistry 2

Physical Chemistry 3 3

Mathematics 4

Modern Physics 3 1

Liberal Studies Elective 3

Physical chem_stry labs have students working with all
types of measuring devices. They work with several types of
constant temperature baths; learn to take pressure and temper-
ature measurements; work with rheostats and power supplies;
potentiometers and multimeters; take viscosity and surface ten-
sion readin7s; operate bomb calorimeters and run distillation
columns. This type of lab is also ideal for collecting data
which can then be analyzed graphically and which also permits
the student to apply methods of analysis learned in mathematics
under "empirical equations".

Analytical chemistry follows a fairly classical approach
of volumetric and gravimetric analysis, with some chromatographic
and simple instrumental methods.

The mathematics program covers basic calculus, nomography,
empirical equations, and computer programing. The electronics
and physics courses are designed to give the student the oper-
ational fundamentals used in instrument design. Such areas as
optics, monochromators, prisms and gratings as well as ampli-
fiers and detectors help the studerit appreciate the capabilities
and the limitations of the equipment he uses.

Part of the "general educational component" of each stu-
dent's course is satisfied by choosing one of several elective
courses. These include zourses in literature, language and
the social sciences, and are usually only one semester in length
so that two different courses are taken in one year,
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Figure IV

THIRD YEAR
PROGRAM OF STUDIES

FIFTH SEMESTER
NAME HOURS PER WEEK

Lec. Lab

Organic Chemistry 2 3
Industrial Chemistry (Unit Opera ions ) 3 4
Analytical Chemistry 2

Chemical Instrumentation 2
Mathematics 6
Manufacturing Management I

SIXTH SEMESTER
NA E H OURS

Lec.

Organic Chemistry 2
Industrial Chemistry (Unit Operations) 3
Chemical Instrumentation 2
Mathematics 5
Manufacturing Management II 2
Metallurgy and Material Science 2
Technical Report 2

PER WEEK
Lab

3
4
3

2

The fifth and sixth semester courses extend and broaden
the material from the second year program of studies. There
is also more integration of material between courses such as
between organic chemistry and chemical instrumentation. In
organic chemistry the lab program concentrates on the systema-
tic identification of organic compounds by chemical and physi-
cal methods. Students use spectroscopic methods; elemental
analysis; fluorescence spectroscopy; gel permation chromato-
graphy; polarimetry; Karl Fischer and Kjedahl methods among
others. By suitable scheduling the instrumentation lab and
organic lab are scheduled on the same day; one in the morning
and the other in the afternoon. A student may then be assigned
a problem of major importance which is supervised by both his
organic and instrumentation instructors. In this manner, lab
work becomes more realistic and directed to problems of indus-
trial importance.

Although the students use instrumental methods of analy-
sis beginning in the third semester of their program in organic,
analytical and physical chemistry, there is never enough time
devoted to these methods to investigate various methods of sam-
ple preparation, instrument operating parameters, and differ-
ent types of instruments available to do the job. The Chemi-
cal Instrumentation course is designed to meet these needs.
Students work with atomic absorption, flame photometry, I.R.
and U.V. spectrophotometry, gas chromatography, NMR, fluores-
cence, DTA and TGA and gel permeating chromatography. Near
the end of the sixth semester the students must do a project
in which they design and carry out work of their own choice
using some of the instrumentation they have studied.

The Analytical Chemistry of the fifth semester deals pri-



marily with electroanalytical techniques and includes poten-
tiometry, specific-ion electrodes, electrogravimetry, coulom-
etry, polarography, conductivity, and electrophoretic methods.

The inclusion or exclusion of an industrial Chemistry
course is probably the area where there is most digression be-
tween programs at different colleges in Ontario. The indus-
trial chemistry courses with an accompanying pilot plant lab-

oratory is essentially an introduction to chemical engineer-
ing. Rather than follow this approach some colleges prefer to
spend more time with analytical chemistry or perhaps to allow
options such as environmental chemistry or polymer technology.
It would normally be expected that colleges would adapt their
programs to suit the needs of local industry if this is where
their graduates are finding employment.

In the Hamilton area, a survey of employment possibilities
a few years ago indicated approximately as many jobs were avail-
able in chemical production or pilot plant facilities as were
available in research or quality control labs. For this reason
industrial Chemistry is a major course in the final year of the

program. The physical chemistry course in the second year is

a necessary prerequisite and serves to introduce major topics
such as distillation, liquid-liquid extraction, gas absorption,

and others. The laboratory for this course is also the first
opportunity students have to perform chemical operations on
equipment other than bench scale. For example, the simple lab
function of filtration, changes from a funnel to a filter press
in the pilot plant and factory, yet most students would be tot-
ally unaware of this without exposure in the industrial chemistry
course.

The mathematics course is anether area where colleges dif-
fer in their approach and emphasis. If the math courses in a,
program are viewed only as a means for understanding and solving
problems encountered during the college program, then math tends
to be de-emphasized in the final year. Feedback from our grad-
uates, however, has indicated that many of them have been able
to advance in their jobs, primarily due to a better math back-
ground and in some cases are pursuing advanced courses. The

course at Mohawk College is divided into numerical methods,com-
puter programming, and statistics. The statistics part takes
two periods per week for the fifth and sixth semester, and is
proving to be one of the most important tools for the graduates.

The computers and numerical methods part of the course
covers many important concepts. Students are introduced to
analog and digital machines, remote terminals and desk top

computers. Routine applications are stressed such as cata-
logued I.R. spectra, inventory control, and x-ray diffraction
data, and the use of computers in the simulation of exPeri-
mental data is illustrated. Many skeptics believe that the
rather limited mathematical background of our students limits
their ability to solve real problems using computer methods.
A great deal can be accomplished however, and typical stu-
dent programs include a comparison of the Ideal Gas Law equa-
tion with Van der Waal's or other empirical equations; statis-
tical calculations such as mean, standard deviation and fre-
quency distribution of a sample; calculation of theoretical
tages in a fractional distillation system using Raoult's Law;
and Fanning equation calculations for fluid velocity, Reynold's
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number, and pressure drop in a pip . More details of this
Math course will be available soon, since we plan to publish
some of this work, but this should serve to illustrate what
can be done and how this can be made relevant to chemical or
chemical engineering problems.

The students technical report listed as a sixth semester
subject is usually part of most technology programs. The re-
port is often based on a summer job but not necessarily so.
At Mohawk College the student may do either an extensive lit-
erature search or an experimental program for his T.R. Many
students choose to do experimental work such as comparing a
wet analytical method of analysis with an instrumental tech-
nique. Technical report topics have included ana,lysis of mer-
cury in fish samples; trace metal analysis in local water
supplies; insecticide residue in streams; metal analysis by
x-ray techniques; ion exchange methods for decontaminating
radioactive milk supplies and a host of other interesting and
relevant topics.

In addition to the work done as part of each course, stu-
dents are encouraged to get some industrial lab experience. To
ensure that everyone gets some experience, arrangements are
made to have every third year student work in a lab for two
weeks as part of his studies. is work is done without pay
and employers cooperate very wel in finding typical lab work
for the students. Several of thse work experience periods have
led to full time employment for the students after graduation.

REFERENCES

1. The Learning Society - Report of the Com _ssion
on Post-Secondary Education in Ontario - submitted
December 20, 1972.

2. Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology Programs
73/74 CAAT. Chart #7, February, 1973.

3. Canadian Chemical Education, Vol. 8, No.
April 1973, p. 14.

Chemical Technology Programs in the U.S.A.

Thelma Williams
New York City Community College

Brooklyn, New York

Presented to the Chemical Technology Section,
the Thirty-Fifth Two-Year College Chemistry Con-
ference, Ahuntsic College, Montreal, Quebec,
Canada, June 8, 1973=

approximate figures for departure, let us estimate:

(a) that there are 80,000 technicians employed in
various industries n the United States (see
1969 conference repriet);
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that in 1969 there were at least 88 schools of-
fering training programs with 56 of these re-
porting students "specifically enrolled" in
programs which have chemical4ngineering or chem-
ical laboratory orientation0"

(c) that in 1972, 60 schools and colleges offered
training in chemical technology, chemicaloy-
gineering technology--including plastics

that in 1972,53 institutions granted 340 certi-
ficates or associate degrees in these same
areas and 2 institutions granted 6 bachelor de-
grees in chemical techno1ogyL2)

Although the number of schools offering training and the
schools granting degrees do not quite match, they do give us
another approximate figure for departure. Realizing that most
of our formal training programs for chemical technicians have
been introduced within the last decade, therefore it is safe
to conclude that most of the 80,000 working technicians were
trained elsewhere.

Men, who have been traditionally employed as technicians
in the areas of chemical processing and engineering, were fre-
quently chosen for these positions after working in other capa-
cities in the plant. Recruitment among high school grates
however, is a frequent practice today. Originally thes
were trained in apprentice-like situations. More recently, this
practice has been combined with more organized training exper-
iences, which range from seminars through scheduled courses
offered in the plant or at cooperating institutions.

Men and an increasing number of women have been employed
to assist the research chemist. As a rule, more formal tech-
niques were used to recruit them among people with varying ex-
posures to chemistry courses on the college or university level.

"The youthfulness of chemical technology (training pro-
grams) is reflected by the average age of the ....programs,
6.85 years. The median of the range was only 4 years and the
range was 0-46 years."1 The new training programs have ap-
peared, principally, on the post-high school level, as indi-
cated in a report of a 1969 survey- including only 7 high
schools among 88 institutions known to offer chemical tech-
nology at the time. The post-high school programs are general-
ly offered in technical institutes and two year colleges, both
requiring high school diplomas (or equivalency) for admission.
Six of the 88 schools'offered four year degree programs, all
"aiming 'at a broadly based program in chemistry Ind a few are
making the base even broader by adding biology."- While at
least two of them are known to exist which are designod 'to
train laboratory workers for the chemical industry in shorter
training periods, most of these offeriAgs require two or three
years for completion.

Thus, although the numbers are not very firm, the pro-
grams do exist today. A few were pioneering before World War
Several others joined the ranks in the late '40's and early
'50's. All tend to be plagued by:
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low student appealwith many students entering
for negative reasons

low administrative appeal--with large equipment
costs combined with small class sizes creating
special budget demands

(c) low faculty appeal--since a good chemical tech-
nology teacher is "built", not made (In my own
case it took four to five years of patient con-
structing on the part of my colleagues to get me
to begin to appreciate the type of training tech-
nicians require,)

less than ideal cooperation from industry--which
must enter into the training of chem±.cal techni-
cians at levels which are unique to technologies
of this nature. Few companies recognize the need
to constantly retrain even the best teachers; the
need to provide students with positive images
through field trips and work study programs; and
the need to assist in recruitment efforts in order
to attract sufficient numbers of higkly motivated
students.

In the face of these difficulties, it isn't surprising that
:he number of exisiting programs is small and constantly chang-
ing. Survivors generally offer either a laboratory or engineer-
ing emphasis separated into categories which resemble many areas
pursued by the professional chemist or engineer. This likeness
is noticeably absent from a recent, encouraging development in
the chemical technician training picture. The ChemTeC Project
was proposed by the American Chemical Society and funded by the
National Science Foundation in 1969. A group was assembled to
"prepare instructional materials for approximately 30 semester
hours of work for the chemistry core of two year post high school

chemical technology programs."1
With respect to future development--f the programs sur-

vive--the problem of proliferation may need attention. In
the United States, there is already a rather sharp division be-
tween medical and chemical laboratory training. Increasingly
new titles and perhaps new departments have appeared proposing
to train technicians to work in he areas of water pollution,
air pollution, environmental, ecological, soil, plastics, clin-
ical biomedical, nuclear, marine biology, natural resources,
science laboratory, oceanographic, bio-chemical, pharmaceuti-
cal, ocean floor mineral discovery, underwater engineering, bio-
medical equipment, chemical instrumentation...etc. I thihk you
get the point!

The titles above suggest if they do not demand, an inter-
disciplinary approach to developing a broadly based technician
who can subsequently specialize in one of the areas listed.

-Technician Education Yearbook 1971-1972

2 Repo ts of the Engineering Manpower CoMmission

Engineering and Technology Enrollments Fall 1972

(b) Engineering and Technology Graduates 1972

6 9
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The System Shapes the Farm o the Objective

Jay A. Young
Auburn University

Auburn, Alabama 36830

Presented at the Symposium on The Systems Approach
to College Chemistry Teaching, the Thirty-Fifth
Two Year Co-Ilage Chemistry Conference, College
Ahuntsic. Quebec, Canada, June 6, 1973.

,v&r,ral is a statement, a statement which
Jescriis what. a - does, It can be explicit (State Le

1,4:3i,ple) or broad (Given a description of an ap-
propriate chc,nical system, describe what will happen when the
system is perturbed by temperature, pressure, concentration,
addition of a foreign substance, and account for the direction
and magnitude of the predicted changes). If the objective is
too broad (Tell all you know about the perturbation of chem-
ical systems in equilibrium) it becomes non-behavioral and
ineffective both as a teaching-learning tool and as a means of
valid evaluation of a student's competence.

For many years, many teachers have used the broad non-
behavioral objectives as a primary teaching tool; with the ad-
vent of emphasis upon real behavioral objectives many of these
teachers have said that they tell the student what is expected
and how their competence will be evaluated. That is, despite
the lack of utility of such very broad objectives teachers have
used inferences from the students' responses in order to af-
firm that the student has or has not learned. I would like to
suggest that criticisms of the use of behavioral objectives are
largely based upon alleged mis-use of the same kind of infer-
ence, even though such criticism is misplaced.

A behavioral objective is an exilicit or moderately broad
statement describing a student's action. From our observation
of that action, we are willing to infer that the student has
(or has not) achieved a degree of competence in a particular
area of chemistry. Generally, an inference from a single ob-
servation is tenuously valid, and we f '-olly reinforce the
validity by requiring observations of more related ac-
tions. One can never be sure, of at the student is
really competent.

For example, to help the student learn, it is common prac-
tice to disclose the objectives to the stud,ant in advance. At
least in some instances, it is possible for a student to then
acquire an ability to perforp the required action in a super-
ficial manner so that any inference we might make about real
mastery is false. Explicit-behavioral objectives, particularly,
tend to suffer from this fault. To ask that the principle of
LeChatlier be stated does not necessarily permit a valid infer-
ence that the student can do anything more than this. To ask

0
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for a specific demonstration of an application of that priaciple
is equally risky.

If we wis' to infer with some validity from students' actions
that they have mastered LeChatlier's Principle, we ought then to
ask both fel- the specific, state the principle, and for several
applications either as problem work or qualitatively, depending
upon the level of sophisticated comprehension that is appropriate
to the overall goals of the curriculum.

This then is my first point. The system of student-teacher-
curriculum goalr does shape the behavioral objective. It is
necessary to al%ays remember that we can only infer competence
from a performance we observe in a student, and a single infer-
ence may be faulty. The system demands, for reasonabl7 valid
inferences of competence, that we use broad objectives wIlich
are testable by a variety of challenges, test questions, labor-
atory work, or the like. If this is correct, then it is usually
a mistake to use explicit objectives alone and to then disclose
such specific objectives to our students. The system we work
with too easily permits a student to only memorize what will la-
ter be asked for if the objectives are explicitly stated.

On the other hand, if we stop here, asserting that the only
good behavioral objectives are broad enough to permit the use of
a variety of testing challenges (so that the student cannot mere-
ly memorize what he is to do) we miss an important corollary.
It is proper to use behavioral objectives as teaching tools such
that the objectives are disclosed to the student, in advance,
for his use in planning his study of the subject. It is reason-
able that such objectives should only infrequently be explicit,
with only one answer to be memorized. This use of objectives
is related to the student as one who teaches himself, with teach-
er guidance.

Another use of behavioral objectives is related mil the t ach-
er as one who plans the work to be surmounted, who determines
the order of presentation. And here we run, into a real difficul-
ty. For example, many teachers seem to assert that the best way
to learn a subject is to begin at the foundation, with the basic
principles, and work upward building upon those essentials.
Therefore, they assert, a student must learn about logarithms
before he is taught about pH. A student must learn the first law
of thermodynamics before he attempts mastery of the second. This
nonsense has impeded much of our efforts to teach. Logarithms
are necessary for a complete mastery of pH, but they are psuedo
essential for a qualitative mastery. The first law, similarly,
is a psccio essential for mastery of the second law--these two
princpies are interrelated only at a very sophisticated level.
As teachers of tile subject, we ought indeed to possess a sophis-
ticated mastery of these kinds of topics, but it is often a mis-
take to teach beginners to initially achieve the same goals.
Stated axiomatically, the way in which a subject is known was
not the way it came to be known. The real essentials of learn-
ing are different from the real essentials of the subject itself.

To teach pH, then, or the second law, it is necessary to
sk "What does the student know, now?", "What do I want him to
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know, later?", and "How do we progress from here to there?".
To take pH as our example, the ultimate goal might be to
recognize changes in pH during a titration--which implies be-
havioral objectives related to the use of indicators, or the
operation of a pH meter. Indeed, if our ultimate goal did in-
volve logarithms and pH problem solving, the indicator or pH
meter use might then very well be an intermediate goal, after
which we would include mastery of logarithms as another, follow-
ing, intermediate goal, and then, finally, the ability to solve
problems involving pH.

Now, as soon as we ask questions about entry behavi
inferred abilities the student brings with him initially; as
soon as we ask questions about exit behaviors, and inferred
abilities about the matters that have been learned; and when
we ask questions about how to get from entry to exit, we immed-
iately raise questions about teaching technilues, These ques-
tions are most efficiently answered by the pre'T.,,,ition of ex-
plicit, detailed, specific, non-general, be:-tav,ral objectives.
Contrary to the earlier remarks, which Psparged eiplicit be-
havioral objectives presented to the student, it is suggested
that such explicit objectives must be prepared by the teacher.

When we know in detail how we propose to take the student
from entry to exit behavior, and only then, can we prepare the
non-explicit objectives for student use. In a word, explicit
behavioral object:ives are useful to the teacher as he prepares
his teaching strategy.

Experience in the design of pre-laboratory instructic,n ill
beginning chemistry laboratory technique is cited here as %n
example. (At this point I wish to acknowledge the support of
the McGraw Hill Publishing Company, of my co-author, Nicholas
Fiel, and of the McGraw Hill editor, Ms. Nancy Marcus, in the

work described.) The slides we saw earlier were taken from
this work.

For example, then, suppose we wish to teach a student hos.;

to bend a piece of glass tubing into a reasonably neat "ell"

shape. Between entry and exit for a typical beginner, there
are more than fifty different, explicit, behaviors to be mas-
tered. No wonder most students do not bend glass well on their
first several attempts. If we as teachers are not aware of tile
explicit, different, behaviors to be mastered, we can only teach
them uLconsciously, or lacking that, the student can only acquire
them ca3ually, and inefficiently. Conversely, if the teacher
knows oi each different behavior, these can be taught, and the
learnin process made less tedious, less time consuming. The
data we have collected with comparable experimental and control
group._ of students support this affirmation. With the slicles
and audio tape used, for example, time spent in the laboratory
to acquire a reasonable technique is cut in half, approximately,
giving the student more time to learn chemistry and with less
distracting worry about his own technique. The same applies to
other introductory laboratory practice, from our experience, in-
cluding the determination of molecular weight, use of the centri-
fuge, filtering, operation of a pH meter, and so on. Consider
for example, the entry to exit path for a student who ultimately
is to use a pure substance as a primary standard, weigh it, com-
pare it to a secondary standard, and then use the secondary
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standa-d in a titer comparison with a solution of !mkrown con-
centration, eventually calculating a percent compcstion. From
this entry to exit there are well over 150 different, explicit,
behaviors, each of which must be mastered by the student if he
is to do well. None of these are chemical, if we add them in
also, the number of different behaviors is even larger, of course.

That is, explicit behavioral objectives are mandatory for
the teacher. Their picayune detail at the same time tends to
make them obnoxious to the student, even though they are necos-
sary for him also. (The system shapes the objectives.) We
solve the problem by attempting to be aware of the specifies
and to disclose them to the student as information for use,
rather than as specifics to be mastered. This makes it fairly
straightforward when designed into a multi-media format, in
which the broad objectives are included for student u_

TO'summarize, for students who wish to know what they are
expected to master, broad behavioral objectives, which can be
tested in a variety of ways, are useful (with an occasional in-
corporation of explicit, almost memorize only, objectives).
But for the teacher, it is essential that the path from entry
to exit be explicitly described in behavioral objective state-
ments, which are rarely disclosed to the student, in order to
plan the teaching strategy to be used. Unless we know explic-
itly what we propose to teach, then some of the details are only
presentable in an unconscious, unaware, manner. As an example
of this, consider the popular fallacy that logarithms must be
taught before pH is mentioned. DeperiGJ upon the exit be-
havior desired, this is not necessarily ,fue.

Introdnetoa Chemistry 111 A Mother ofi Innovation

Subbanna V. Vadiamudy
Dawson College

Montreal, Quebec, Canada

Presented to the General Chemistry Section, the
Thirty-Fifth Two-Year College Chemistry Conference,
College 11ontsic, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, June 8,
1973.

In the Quebec educational system, the prerequisite coui-se
to the CEGEP or general chemistry courses (101and 201) is

Chem Study. Mos+ of the studonts entering into Anglophone
CEGEP's do not possess this :requisite, since most high
schools offer chemistry progrLms other than Chem Study. There-
fore, they are required to take the Introductory General Chem-
istry 111 course. Th course consists of 45 hrs. theory and
30 hrs. laboratory over a period of 15 weeks. Although the
course content is specified (Table I) by the Department of
Education, there is a great measure of freedom for local inter-
pretation and adoption.
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COURSE CONTENT

ER pESCRIPTION:

TABLE
GEHERA,_ CHEMISTRY 111

La maitire. L'atome: Mole d'atomes (at me-g-
Mole de molecules (mole-gr).

Poids atomique. Les phases de la matie
phase gazause. Lois fondami.ntales de la chimi_e
Classification atomique. Formation de contpossH
nomenclature: Notions de valence. Lialson: Ion-
ique (notion de hu.se.), covalontc (notion do base).
R6-actions chimiques: Classification des 1.'6-actions._

Ener d'une r"Caction. Notion do solution! uniCes

de concentration.

(3) DETAILED DESCRIPTION:

1_ t PROPERTIES OFMATTER: hoJrs)

Observation, measurement, reporting, types of (physi-
cal, chemical, specific, intensive, extensive), rela-
tionship between (direct and inverse proportionality,

aphs and constan

Uni II: GAS.' hours)

'essure of a gas and its measurement
PV = nRT, units of PV and R
Reduced forms of general gas law: Boyle's Law,
Charles' Law, etc.
Kinetic theory p.!--tulates
Average energy ani. velocity of particles diffusion
and Graham's Law
Mole fraction, partial pressure ..nd Dalton's Law of

partial pressure

Unit III: ATOMS, MOLECULES AND IONS: (9 hours)

Atoms: simplified structure of isotopes and atomic
mass

tons: ormation of ionic bond, ionic compounds
empiric Formula, ionization in aqueous solu-
tions

Mole. qc's Law, Avogadro' ypothesis,
111 covalent bond, a cular formu-
la, ,olecular structure ar sin e, molec-
ular mass, percentage composition ar-1
molecular formula determination

Chemic I equation: balancing by trial aad erro..: and
oxidation number method, types of
reactions, naming of compounds

Uni IV: LIOME CHEMICAL PRO ESSES AND CiEMICAL CALCULATIONS:
(6 hours

Description of some important chemical processes
pertinent to the chemical industry and pollution.
Stoichiometry involving mass, mole, mo arity and

volume of a gm etc.
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Unit ENERCET_ICS: (9 hours

eat energy and matter: melting and cooli7g curves,
joules, speciflc heat, heats of fusion etc., third
law of thermodynamics, calorimetry; constant volume
calorimeter and constant pressure calorimeter
Chemical processes and enthalpy
Internal energy and mechanical work
Determination of heats of reactions, using standard
tables and Hess's law
Criteria for probable prociss: changes to high

ipy and lower enthalpy .onditiens
Probable processes: Gibb's equation, signifience of

predicting the temperature con-
litions of a probable process
using thermodynamic data

VI: CHEMICAL KINETTCS: (3 hours)

Threshold energy, late of a process, f ctors con-
trolling the rate of a reaction, collision theory,
potential energy curves, mechanism of a reaction
and rate equations

VII: CHEMTCAL .EQUILIBRIHM: (4 hours)

Recognition and explanation of equilibrium, equili-
brium constant, dissociation constant of weak acids
and bases, pH, Le Chatelier's principle

At Dawson College we took this opportunity to be inno-
vative in a curriculum development way. The following check
list of questions was prepared to indicate that which the
student should be able to answer after successful completion
of the course:

Why/(How) do processes take place?
What is the energy change in a given procesis?
How the mass chanles, from products to reactants, nd
are related?
Now the amount and late of production of the products
can be varied?

With these qu,:stions and the content of high school and
co lege chemistry, biology and physics courses and the moti-
vational problems in mind the dEt2.iled course content given
in Table I was chosen for this course.

The treatment of thermodynamics is elementary and in-
troduces the student to the basic laws. The approach high-
lights an inductive jump from experimental facts to non-mathe-
matical conclusic,tr,. Such a jump was ;irst suggested by
Professor H.A. Be.' (1) who further believed that this "can
be initiated ear] :n high school or freshman chemistry, yet
continued witb11. J break in strategy through the sophomore,
junior, senior and graduate years if desired". Our experi-
ment with it at this stage can 'oe termed as encouraging.
Comments like, "Ill course is not what they expected it to be"

8 5
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considered it to be a make up course) and "they en_oyed
th -=modynamics part the were commonly heard whorl
the students were asked to comment on the course content.
Discussion of entropy caught imaginat on of several stu-
dents,

In the winter term the ese was given in a mixed mode
oy lecture and modular system, to a group of 48 students.
The results are shown in Table II. For comparison, the re-
sults of another group of 56 students who took the same course
(lecture method only) during the Fall '72 term are also shwejt.
While any definite cticiusions from these results could be
stretching the poInt at this stage, it is however noteworthy
that about 40% of the repeaters did well in the mixed mode
system and that among the students registering for the first
time nobody failed in the mixed mode system. Students in lec-
ture mode used a text book. Students in mixed mode used pre-
pared notes. Since the prepared notes specifies the course
content and skills to be mastered, students favoued mixed
,,tode to lecture system.

010TIVATIONAL PROBLEMS

Students generally have a preconceived idea that 111
course is a make up course and tend to procrastinate. The

first lecture was devoted to point out to the students the
ciifferences in III and high school course content, depth of

trcAtment and topics emphasized. A pre-test based on t)le 111
course content was also found to be useful to Orive the point
home,

SUMMII:a AND CONCLUSIONS

Froth my terching experience at University, College and
I;gh School I recall that most students are eager to
!,!low WHY? Although in scicIce this question is answered in

oarms of HOW, should have a place in a first science
iurse thP-t tt _rHh Ft_aol student encounters.

What sub t le: than chemistry is best suited to n-

troduce the _ ,a this topic through the laws of thermo-

dynamic Although clAr experimentation is on a course de-

sined to meet the so called "inade,_ate tuation" in our
high schools, the response of the students to the course coh-
tent is adc.quate enough to call for further experimentation,
with first chemistry course content to include the laws of

7.11ermodynamics. Students at this stage find relating the

laws of thermodynamics to experiences in real life easier
than relating the atomic orbitals to the spectra that

hLve,not even observed.

REFERENCES:

1. Bent, H.A., J.Chem. Ed., 47, 337, (1970)
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BONDED SOUL

Thermodynamical y speaking, this event was long due as
a happening. In spite of the spontaneous desire, lethargy
kept entropy changes in the past to a minimum. Thanks to heat
and a citalyst, they helped in getting out of low energy state

and ridifw that activation energy hump to the product. The

rate change in entropy in the beginning was high and de-

creased sreadily to zero as the present equilibrium position
is reached. A macroscopic state at equilibrium looks quiet,
but a wise man who is worth his pandom thoughts recognizes
that ch.inges at microscopic state never cease in reality.
Human beings that we are, are neither isolated nor closed
systems and synthesize choas causing order. Open criticism
does lead tp change in constraints and evontally to all

efficient process. Then the dilemma is "Is it our duty to
create pockets of order in an universe of ever increasing
choas or seek comfort in the realization that the rules of
the gaic are you can't win, or break even or get out alive."

S. Vadlamudy

Le Irograrnnie Ile Techniques De Genie Chimique Objectifs Et Contenus
Jean-Guy Pilon

CEGEP de JonquiOre
donqufere, Quebec, Canada

Pr soi-iLd (in French) to the Chemical Technology
Section, the Thirty-Fifth Two-Year College Chem-
istry Conference, College Ahuntsic, Montreal,
Quebec, Canada, June 8, 1973.

INTRODUCTION

Duns la fabrication d'un produit chimique, _on distingue

deux fonctions importantes: premiarment, la dertermination
do la qualite; de lo mati.6re en differents endroits de son
cheminement dans le processus de fabrication; deuximement,
le maintien des diff6rentes operations physiques et chimiques
quo dolt subir cette Fame matiere pour passer de lqtat de
mati6re premiere a celui de produit fil'

Sans prkendre.oue chacune de ces -Actions doit appart-

lir exlusivemo,t un type de tcchnicien ou technologue, ii

est leique de concevoir des programmes orients plus sp6cifi-
quement ves l'accomplissement efficace de ou 1 autre

de c, deux fonctions.
Le programme de formation de toqhnio dc nimie Indus-

-idle d't.. =ant 1.)65 a refiet6 la prponranre de chimistv
-rmi les responsables du programme. En effet, l'emphase etait

sur les techniqut:s de laboratoire principalement les

techniques analytiques.
C'est a la suitc, de consultations aupre des cadres techni-

/
quies, impliques dans la produc5ion et l'amelioration des pro-
cedes dc fabrication que le departement deichimie de l'Institut
de Technologie de Jonqurere (aujourd'hui Cegep de Jonquifere)

a dd'cide d'offrir un programme de formation acciordant plus
d'importance aux operations physiques rencontres dans la fab-

cation d'un produit chimique, soit les op6rations fondamen-

tales du genie chimique.
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Au co -, do cot exposj j'ai l'intention de vous pr6senter
les ebjecti. 0 de co programme, les cours pronres a cc pro-
gramme, et finalement mon point do vue sur des modifications
eventuelles do ce programme.

CORPS

(a) Objectifs du programme et comparaison avec celui do
Technique de Chimie Analytique.

On pout consid6ror los objectifs du programme sous deux
aspects: l'aspect connaissances i acqu6rir et l'aspect tzqches
d accomplir.

1. Sous le premier aspect, le programme a pour but
d'-ssurer une bonne formation orierale en prevoyant des cours
de langue et litterature, de philosophic, d'education physique
II tend,a donner de sondes connaissances de bas en physique,
en mathematiques ainsi que dans les diff6rentes discWines
de la chimie. lino importance particulrere est accordée l'etade
des principes fondamentaux et des techniques utilises dans
les principales ope*rations fondamentales recontr6-es dans l'in-

dustrie chimique: l'iicoulement des fluides, la transmission de
chalour, l'gvaporation, l'extraction, la distillation, etc.
P6tude des principales Andustries min6ra1es et organiques
ainsi que du contrOle automatique des proc6d6s complete ces
objectifs.

Le programme de techniques de chimie analyt -ue prevoit
la mOme formation an6rale et l'acquisition des memes connais-
sances fondamentales. Dans ce rogramme toutefois, une plus
grande imt,-rtance est accordoe a la conaissance des principes
et des techniques de l'analyse chimique tant par vole humide
que par vole instrumentale.

2. Sous le deuxilme aspect, le rogramme vise 'a former
un technologue capable de travailler a la mise au point de
nouvelles mkhodes de production, '=;. 1.'am6lioration des méthodes

istantes de prod.uction, a la soluton des troubles mineurs
pouvant survenir dans le fonctionnement des appareils de pro-
duction, et capable de rgdiger des rapports techniques, Le

programme de techniques de chimie analytique comporte dos ob-
jectlfs op6rationnels analogues mais lis aux-travaux de labor-
atoire d'analyse eL de recherche.

Nous avez en mains la grille du programme de techniques
de gnie chimique. Ii est ben de noter que tous les cours
des deux premieres sessions sont,communs aux deux progrqmes
que ceux des troisieme et quatrieme sessions sont halement
communs sauf pour un cours: en effet en genie chimique, on
trouve un cours d'op6rations fondamentales qui elt remplace'
dans le programme de chimie analytique,par un coux%,: de Chithie

analytique. Tous les cours des cinquieme et sixame sessions
sent toutefois compnt differents.

Plsons, en terminant cette partie que les responsables
de ces deux progrcmmes ont voulu quand meme leur conserver
une certaine polyvalence pouvant permettre aux ;1a.cltii3s de l'un

ou l'autre programme de pouvoir travailler, apres un court en-
trainement, efficacement dans.le domain?, de l'analyse ou de la
production et autres qui leur sont relies comme le contr8le de

la pollution.

(b) COURS PROPRES AU PROGRAM E DE TECI=INIIUE D- GENiE

CHIMITIE
quatre cours de programme qui
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ifiques sont: Operations :ondamentales, Techniques Chlmiques
Industrielles, Contr8le des proced6s, et Chimie instrumentale.

1. 0 erations_ Fondamenta_les_:
Ce ceUrs reparti sur qua re- sessions se divise:

9,11 02_Leon_s Fondamentales I: c'est un eours de stoe-
chiomgtri industrielle-et de Math-matiques graphiques ap-
pliquees a l'industrie chimique. Ii permet a i etudiant d'abor-
der iogiquement les problemes techniques qui se prbsentaront

a lui dans l'industrie.
en 0 er- ions Fondanientales II I et IV7 Dans ces

parties, on présente la descrip _ion et it. fonct-onnement des
appareils dans lesquels se deroulent les opSratinns fondamon-
tales de l'ecoulement des fluides, de le traasmion de ehal-
cur, de la filtration, de 11 disti!laion et autre.7,
que les lois physico-chimiques fondamentales regisc, c;Ls

operations. Pttudiant est appele a realiscr des s(1.

d'apparril ou de partie,d'appareil et 'a rescudro
simples reli,-s a ces operations. %

Les travaux de labo7'atoire permottent a l' oper-ar

des anpareils d'echelle semi-industrielle et de prgsentci de:

travux personnels d'gvaluation de ces appareils. On a e

notre laboratoire avec des appareils en verre potty permettre
une observation plus facile des k= enome'nes Studies. Une grde
importane w;t accord6e la facon de compiler les donngcs et

de prese- les resultats dans des rapports techniques,

Ter li-ues Chim -ues industrielles:
Ce ee rdparti sur deux se-ssions comptend:,
Technques minerales: Ce cours permet a l'etudiant de
0-----

conna-,-itre les principales industries minerales du pays ainsi
que les problemes de pollution relies a leur opSration. Des

visites industriellzs et des travaux de recherche bibliograph-
ique sont integrs a ce cour.

Techni ues oi Ce cours permet a l'etudiant de
connai_ie les_principales industries organiques .du pays ainsi

que les problZmes de pollution relies A leur opgratip. Des

travaux de recherche bibliographique permettent aux etudiants
d'apprendre a Se renseigner et a prdsenter des CXp0SC5

-

3. Contr3le_des Proced6s
ce cours est donrie en dernire sessioh permet a l'tud-

iant de connaitre les m9thodes de mesure et Le contr2le des
variables dans les proeedes chimiques ainsi que l'appareillage
instrumental utilise dans ces methodes. Nous croyons que ce
corrs e't essentiel pour comprendre ce qui se passe dari.s l'in-
dustrie chimique qui devient de plus en plus automatisee.

4. Chimie Instrumentale
Ce cool's est principalement 1 i11,ne nitiation aux_methodes

lytiques instrumentales utilisees pour le co,ntrOle 1;in pro-

s" de la qualite des matOres dans les differentes etapA
d'une fabrication. Des travilux d'analyse l'aide des ap-
pareils de laboratoire permettent de sais r les principes de
fonctiorinement de ces mgthodes.

(c) MODIFICATIONS EI.TENTUELLES
Consclents de l'impbrtan6e (Pune part de rgpondre aux

besoins de l'industrie et%d'autre par,t d'assurer une formatioli
polyvalente qui permette A nos gradues d'avoir aeas au plus
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nombre d'emplois po sible, voici quelques changements
que nous pensons apporter eventuellement au programme actuel.

1. Stages: Nous esp6rons incorporer a l'intrie, du
cours de techniques ehimiques industrielles des stages pour
saucer l'etudiant pendant quelque temps dans l'atmosplare
d'une usine. Nou-7 entrevoyons toutefois deux problemes
resoudre: trouver des industries qui accepteront de par,ticiper
a une telle experience, et organiser l'occupation de iqtudiant
durant son stage. Ca se fait dans certains secteur ca de-
vrait pouvoir se faire dans le nOtre.

2. S_c_ien_ces Graphiques) A date --eDun avons int4re. les
notions de sciences graphiques a l'int6rieur du cours d'oper-
ations fondamentales avec un succass p1ut1 mitige. Nous
pensons,devoir revenir a un cours de des ,in industriel mais
applique a l'industrie cnimique.

3. Nous nous demandons s'il
ne serait pas preferable de conserver completement communes
lesquatre premieres sessions et de ne qu'en cin-
q.,ieme et sixi'eme sessions. Ceci permettrait de conserver
aux deux programmes la polyvalence mentionnge plus tat.

Toutes ces modificatimns seront prises en sjrieuse conside-
ration dans le :.;as d'une refonte gventue115 du régime,p6da-
gogique actuellement CA vigueur dans les Cegeps du Quebec.

CONCLUSION

En terminant j'ose exprilner le souhait que les remarques
enoncees au cours de cet expose sauront susciter chez plusieurs
d'entre vous des points d'interrogation et des points de vue
que vous ferez valoir au cours de la discussion qui suivra
tantat.

Chemistry Programs and Objectives of the USA Commtmity Colleges

Cecil Hammond
Penn Valley Community College

Kansas City, Missouri

Presented at the Symposium on Organizational S ra-
tegies for Achieving the College Objectives throuqh
the Chemistry Programs oi ,fle Canadian and the USA
Community Colleges, the Thirty-Fih Two-Year Col-
lege Chemistry Conference, College Ahuntsic, Mon-
treal, Quebec, Canada, June 7, 1973

le the United States the term Community College is usea
to include institutions of various types. These Insti utions
may be described best as two-year co:leges since tneir pro-
grams req,lire a completion of at most two years of intruction.
Included are the public community and junior colges the pri-
vate junior colleges; the technical institutes; and the two-
year centers of the universities. The majority of the two-
year colleges in the USA are open-door comprehensive c mmun-
ity colleges.

The "Open Door" means that college entry is unrestricted.
It may mean that the student can be admitted ;.ithout having
achieved a high school diploma. It means that a variety of
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UFSQ:-; and curricula are available at different levels te
satisfy a wide range of student abilities and interests. It

does not mean that a student may choose those courses which
clearly are beyond his ability.

Six educational purposes are generally recognized as ob-
ives for a "comprehensive" institution. These are:

nsfer or university parallel education; (2) occupationa)
or career education; (3) general education: (4) counselling
guidance; (5) community service; and (6) remedial education.

The public two-year colleges may be partially or com-
pleted governed by local authorities. Considerable financial
support is received from local sources. Tuition is relative-
ly tow in comparison to other institutions of hip:Ther edu-
cation, and in some cases non-existent. Classes are scheduled
for the convenience of students in late afternoon, evening,
Saturday, and in some institutions on Sundays and at all hours
of the day and night. Education and training are av ilable
for all members of a community regardless of age.

In satisfying the need for "transfer education' the col-
lege provides a complete lower-division college program for
those students who plan to complete the four or five year pro-
grams in the traditional academic and professional disciplines.

The two-year college offers an opportunity for those stu-
dents, who do not initially meet the entrance requirements -.For
the university, to demonstrate their ability to achieve ar
acceptable level of achievement in college-parallel courses
and transfer as Juniors to the four-year institution corn-

lileLu the requirements foi a baccalaurate and often , grad-
uate degrees. Many students olieible to enter the ,2ar
institution upon high school graduation choose to e in

the two-year college and then transfer.
Chemistry transfer curriculum in a two-year coiege

usully consists of a two semester general college chemistry
course in the first year and a two semoster organic chemistry
eourse in the second year. These coursy,; are equivalent to
those offered on the corresponding level of tho four-year col-
lege or university. Some programs include a course in quant-
itative or instrumental analysis in the second year. The Com-
mittee on Professional Training of the American Chemical Soc-
iety has published Guidclines_for Programs in the Two-Year Col-
leges. This statement proVides a guide for the two year col-
lege in determining the type and levet of chemistry courses for
the well prepared and the underprepared student desi -ing to ob-
ta iii two years of. college level chemistry.

Occupational or career educal.ion prCJ)arCs student_ for cm
ployment after completing two years of study. The chemical
technician curriculum is an example of this typo of program.
The Chemical Technician Thrriculum Project of the American
Chemieal Society supported by the National Science Foundation
has generated a series of texts for a suggested course of stu-
dy. To serve the needs of other occupational groups such as
nursing, inhalation therapy and other health occupations, fire
science, engineering technology, etc. separate courses are often
de':,lgned for each curriculuuL

General education includes chemistry courses or integrated
physical seielee or natural sciences courses provided for the
non-science student. 9 2
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As a result of relativcJY small classes in ma y two-year
titutions and the introduetion of various types of indivi-

dualized instruction the chemistry instructor in these colleges
assumes an important funcusJn :.(1 counselling and guiding stu-
dents desiring to achieve many di):fer.at goals In cases where
the primary objective may be unrealistic the student in a two-
year college can often be convinced to pursue his career ea a
related level better suited to his abilities.

Community service offers the two-year college the oppor-
tunj_ty to serve the specialized or general needs of the com-
munity by providing educational programs such as lecture ser-
ies on current topics of interest. Many two-year college chem-
istry departments have yet to fully develop programs of this
type,

For those students entering the two-year college efieient
in mathematics, chmistry or other skills required for success
in a general college chemistry course, remedial courses are pro-
vided. Many two-year colleges provide a one-semester prepa
tory or remedial chemistry course for these students.

Th :.ograms of twc-year education described above i s char-

:Le o f t h e m a j o r ; of t community college in the tJTIi-

States. The admini .-ative organization of the sciences
wi hin a college will nd upon the size of the component pro-
grams and the preferer the institution. The typical case

in th JSA finds che a part of a science division com-

posed ef the physic one. sometimes ifIcluding mathematics

or of the natural !7; n large colleges chemistry may be

a separate departme . ic hievement of the objectives of
chemistry instructii depen on the quality and dedicatic,n of

the chemistry staff ,dministrative unit performs its func-
tion of furn,Ishing necessary materials and facilities. Excellent
chemistry programs can be found in each type of science unit.

The major problems faced by a two-year college offering a
chemistry program are the expense of the program and the artic-
ulation of the program with neighboring four-year institutions.
Small enrollments in beginning chemistry courses s,Totimes af-
fect the ability of a college to offer a diversity of couyses
to satisfy the sfaried needs of its students. For e)amiple, it

may not be possible to offer a section of general college chem-
istry for only engineering and science majors. If this occurs,
the level of training offered in the two-yeals program may not

be comparable to that of the four-year institution. Colleges
which encounter this experience may not have the st8ff or stu-
dents to offer an organic course in the second year.

If a t.o-year college offers a two-year chemi.5try transfer

program, th- major proem is one of articulation with the four-

/ear progrffis in its ,.ediate area of state. Proper coordina-

tion of pre;..4ms results :a the chemistry student being prepared
in his junior yrar to begin the study of physice,1 chemistry and

to make a smeoth transition to the four-year institution. It

is generally accepted that the student should complete a full
year of a general college chemistry course and a full year of
the organic chemistry course at the same initution. Thus,

if a two-year college offers one semestet the two semester
organic chemistry course, it is desirable to offer the se/Pond
semester so that the difference in course content between dif-
ferent institutions will be minimized.

In the larger USA community colleges,chemistry tudents
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are able to obtain a well-balanced program in mathematics,
physics, and two-years of college level chemistry including
one year of organic chemistry and have few problems in pursuing
and completing a Bacf::elor of Science degree in chemistry within
two years after grad;tion from the wo-year college.

Chemistry in the Community Colleges in British C hmMlia

Penelope C. LeCouteur
Capilano College

North Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

Prc.iented at the Symposium on Organizational Stra-
tegies for Achieving the College Objectives Through
the hcorlistry Programs of the Canadian and the USA
Commuley Colleges, the Thirty-Fifth Two-Year Col-
leg Chemistry Conference, Colleg,:. Ahuntsic, Mont-
real, Quebec, Canada, June 7, 1973

ere are nine community colleges in British Columbia, all
of which began during the last nine years. Vancouver City Col-
lege which was ti7_o firfi, to open in 1965, is the largest with
over 4,000 students. Then; are two other collcoes close to Van-
couver; Capilano which Legan in 1968 and Douglas which opened in
1970. These three colleges are within commuting distance of
two of the province's universities - the University of British
Columbia and Simon Fraser University. The newest college is
Camosun (1972), sicuated near the third provincial university,
the University of Victoria, on Vancouver Island. The remaining
five colleges are in less populated areas of British Columbia.
Selkirk which opened in 1966 and College of New Caledonia which
opened in 1969, are the smallest colleges serving the Kootenay
and Prince George regions respectively. Malaspina College at
Nanaimo, 90 miles north of Victoria opened in 1969 and Cariboo
College at Kamloops opened in 1970. Okanagan College opened
in 1968 with three centres in communities in the Okanagan Val-

ley. The other multi-campus college is Douglas, which has cen-
tres in three adjoining muniCipalities on the outskirts of Van-
couver.

The colleges function autonomously under the Public Schools
Act of British Columbia, administered by tne Post Secondary Di-
vision of the Department of F.ducation. College Councils act
as governing boards for te own college and counci] members
are appointed three diff wayi.

1. A variable numbc of elected school board members from
each school boa-,-, hin the 'liege district - appoint-
ed by the school 1...u:

2. One school superinl- , a school board within
the college district pointed by the Minister of
Education.

3. A variable number of representatives f7.om the commun ty-
appointed by the Lieutenant Governor of the province in
Council.

Capital costs are 100% provinciai:ky l'unded and operating costs
are shared 60% - 40% between the provincial govexnuent and the
school beards within the -zolleg district.

All the colleges offer academic transfer courses which
enable -:ludents to complete the first and second years of a
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regular university program, and one or two year career programs
which are designed to prepare students for employment in bus-
iness and industry. A number of career programs, sucli as Bus-
iness Management, Medical Laboratory Technology, and Flee
city and Electronics have first year transfer status to
British Columbia Institute of Technology. All but tee (Cap-
ilano and Douglas) of the colleges have recently been melded
with their local vocational schools. Each college region ie
a different community and this is reflected in differing ob-
jectives and offerings but the main objective is to serve the
community. Entrance requirements do vary between colleges,
however, all have an "open door" policy and hi11 school grad-
uation is not an entrance requirement. All members of
community are encouraged to atte.i as a regiC r student or ac
smaller, non-credit community service course'

Although each college is autonomous the ;1,es and levels
of courses are governed to a degree by externa-1 factors. In
the case of university transfer courses this external factor
is acceptance of the courses by the universities of the pro-
vince. Transfer credit is negotiated independently at the
department level between each college and each university for
every course. The system may be ponderous, but it seems to
have a number of advantages.

1. The negotiation is at the department level and this
encourages college-university liasion. Tvane,fer
credit need only be negotiated once and when granted
remains unless the college initiates a major change
in the course. Final transfer credit authority re-
mains with the university registrars and detailed
trarsfer credit guides for each college are r= ,lily
available.

2 Articulation meetings in each subject are heiu et
least once a year. These meetings were initially
for clarifying any problems of transferability but
as these problems get settled, the articulation meet-
ings are concentrating more ot future planning and
professional development.

3. Universities can (and do) inform the colleges ahead
of time on proposed course changes and request col-
lege input.

4. The system allows for variation betwe the colleges
and universities without handicapping stud2nts. Courses
may get assigned credit where the college course is
very similar to the university course, unassigned sub-
ject credit where the college course differs consider-
ably from the university course or unassigned general
credit where the college course cannot be assigne6 to
any of the university departments.

There is no official standard series of science courses
but most colleges offer two levels at the first year; one
for students planning to major in science who have had the ap-
propriate grade 11 or grade 17 course and the other fer the
student who needs one or two-science courses towards some other
degree or who has had no previous experience in the subject.
Most science courses include a la'aaratory section. Laboratory
instructors as well as science faculty are involved in labor-
atory teaching. As many of the new colleges are op rating out
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of temporary, pc table and makoshift facilities, laboratory

space and cquipmc:nt is sometimes harely adequate but planning

has already started for permanent buildings and this problem

should eventually be solved.
The Chemistry courses at Capilano f]ollege are typical of

chemistry courses in communIty colleges in British Columbia.

first year chemistry C:SC5 are offered:

1. A non-major course, specifically designed foi non-

science students, which also fulfills the first yev,r

chemistry requirement for nursing, home economics and

pbysical education. No previous chemistry or mathe-

matics is required. Although this course is not de-
nor a terminal

coursi. and can load t 2nd yc;ar chemistry courses and

thon to such 3rd yea cearses as the University of

British Columbia's Bio-lnorganic Chemistry and the 4th

Bio-Physical course..

A course for students who plan careers in science.

Thi_s course is a requiromont for majors and honors in

Chemistry and for students planning to enter engineer-

ing school. Recommended for medicine, dentistry,

forestry, agriculture and pharmacy although the low-

er level course will satisfy the requirements of

those areas. Chemistry 11 or 12 and Mathematics 12

are prerequisites for this course and college levei .

calculus must be taken concurrently

-cm those course descriptions, it m y appc _ that stv

dents who have no provious chemistry when they enter college,

are unable to major in the subject, however tnis is not the

case. Tho college aod university requirements are written so

as to encourage prospective chemistry majors to start their

c(1 emistry studies in high school, but a good student in the

non-m,jor course can switch to a majors or honorr program at

the 2nu year level with departmental permission. Por the col-

leges this means the instructor writing a letter to the uni-

versity department concerned, is recommending that the student

be allowed Lo enter the majors or honors stream. This infor-

mal arrangement is working well, although very few students

112-1_, 17 this category.
pilano College offer:: two second year chemistry courses;

:6L11 and i:hysical-inor{:nic. There are no transfer problems

r.th ergahic c:Iemistry, but as the University of British Colum-

bia has very different physical-inorganic courses for chemis-

try majors and non-majors at the second year, problems do arise.

The second year physieal-inoruanicl chemistrv course forrchem-

stry majors at the University of British Columbia consists of

quantum mechanics and coordination chemistry. The non-majors

course consists of thermody. imics and aargauic chemistry and

is slanted towards the biological sciences. Capilano College

(and most of the W:lier cclieges) offers this latter "Physical

inorganic Chemistry for the Life Science" course, which as a

requirement for medicine, dentistry, pharmacy and many areas

of biology is in greater demand than a specialized course for

chemistry majors. Consequently, the curriculum does not en-

courage a chemistry major to remain at the community college

for a second year and most -hemistry majors transfer to uni-
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VerSa ty at the end of the C irs t year. This problem will no
douht Ived, when the stui L pOpUlatIoll of colleges
is large enough to support both tyjies of second year physical-
inorganic clicinis try coun,:es.

A communi ty colloge peg- fres perrjssioi i the Denart-
ment of bducatton before any itc career pragrani i started.
This is n prevent unnecessary di lication of specia_ cd pro-
grams at neighboring colleges and to ensure availability of
adequate ac ilitios, faculty and Joh opportunities for grad-
uates. Sanic examples of earoer programs in which science fac-
ulty aro involved or will he involved when the program starts
are: Electricity and Electronics

Construction, Technology, Materials
Science Recycling; Wator and Waste
Water Treatment, Medical Laboratory
Tech, Chemical LcCoratory Lab Tech.
Photography, Nursing, Horticulture, Food Preparation

Some science faci_ty also teach in general studies pro-
grams and in mult-A-disciplinari courses. Chemistry faculty in

British Columbia community colleges agree that one major
problem exists; lack of time. This includes tilve to develop
professionally in tho f eld of chemistry, time for travel to
libraries, laboratories, seminars and university facilities,
especially for the more remote colleges, time needed to read
chemical and scientific publications, time to revise, update
and improve courses and tAboratory experiments and time to at-
tend the many meetings and participate in the many committees
that seem to be an integral paxt of community college life.

Chemistry in tNe Junior Division of the Hemorial University of Newfoundia d

Claude R. Clarke
orial University of Newfoundland
St. John's, Newfoundland, Canada

Presented at'the Symposium on Organizational Strat-
egies For Achievoing the College Objectives Through
The Chemistry Programs of the Canadian and the USA
Community Colleges, t'le Thirty-Fifth T -Year Col-
lege Chemistry Conference, College Ahu tsic, Mont-
real, Quebec, Canada, June 7, 1973

The college system as exemplified by CEGEP, CAPTS, and
others has not yet emerged in Newfoundland. The provincial
government recently committed itself to the establishment of
a "regional junior college" in Corner Brook, our second largest
city, within the next year and a number of "community colleges"
in key locations were to follow. At this stage the only action
taking place is some rather lively debate as to what type of
system the first college should be. The Uni ersity, in assum-
ing that at least one part of it will functi n as a branch of
the St. John's campus, has been naking its own plans and active
ly considering the issue of what curricula and programs will
best meet the needs of the people in the area. One of the rea-
sons given for the creation of the Junior Division in 1968,
which presently includes all first year instruction, was to
serve as a prototype for the first regional college. In other
words, it would serve as a testing ground where structures and
programs would evolve that could then be transferred to the new
locality as a two-year college.
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Other po'st-seconda.:y ittntiolm7; in the provino toko the
form of vocational schools, a i;otlege of Trades ;',rid 7echnologY,

and a Colle,,,,e of Pisheries and Marine Navigatl.on. They operate

separately from tho ,hgh ar.0 offer a tiid( lariety of
occupational-based programs that lead to speeialst cercifi.cates

and diplomas.
Memorial UfliVePity IS tOc only uniycltv i)-titution in

this pro-Mice and as such is, fu.lrhaps more of a nuomunity univer-

sity" than many of its counterpart in ()J10-- pro)nces of Canada.

1 suspec that it serves a population of more diverse backgrounds

than many other Canadian universities. Through its extension

and off-campus services it is able to provide a varied program
to the major centers of the province located off the Avalon
Peninsula (that part of the province com2rising more

than half the population which is not within commuting distance

of the University).
Memorial University has experieneed a period of very raFid

growth from a campus consisting of a single bnileing enrolling
300 students in l950 to a complex system now ilerving some it,000

students with medical, engineering, and education ,,chools

included. The University is financed primarily from public funds

through a grant from the provincial goveTnment Ac,art from

deciding 1,ihat its annual prant )e, the gc,vorraneut aliews

the University to function as all autonomous entity directed by

a Board of Regents. Students nveraging in agc from 17-18

enter Memorial upon successful completion of Grade XI 4ith

Junior Matriculation standing, and these would ho expected to
graduate with a bachelor's degree aftr four years of study.
Bridging the gap between high school and uri...ersity is the major

,..:hatiengc facing Memorial Univeesity, Rnd thr approach being

taken to solve this ploblem is the basic theme of the paper.

As memtioned above, the Junior livision cama about in le-

sponse to a noed for a diversified first year program that would

assist stpdents in their transition into university, that would

provide a foundation for endorprepared students, and that, in

general, would improve a stuCent's chance of success. The need

of such a program for chemistry students, in p4rtieular, will
be demonstrated and the evolution of a three-tract system will

he ioscribed. None of the first year courses in the major sub-

ject areas are ter-atinal, and a pass permits entry into the next

courso at the 5eeend year lcvel.
fhe Chemistry courses offered at Memorii are typical of

those offered at most Canadian universities except perhaps in

the caso oj.: the Foundation Chenistry course (Chem ;)0F).

It is 4 one-semester, non-credit course that covers the "basics"

considered as pre-requisite to the start of study in the regu-

la7; courses. The materials for our first year courses are

drawn from a vari.e,t of sourc(s including the Chen Study mater-

ials, Nuffield "0" and "A" level Chemistry books, the Masterten
and Slowinski package, and a numbex of nroblem and programmed
tests at that level. The total cllemistry enrollment that fluc-

tuates between 500-800 is taught in class sizes averaging 30

students hy" 12 faculty with support from four instructional

assistants. Laboratory sessions are closely -Integrated with

class work and faculty treat the learning experience in each

with equal importance.
The biggest problem that coniZronted faculty teaching Chem-

istry at the first year level was the one of the underprepared

student and the resulting high failure rate. Next to that a

more fundamental problem or task is to evaluate the effects of

our efforts to date, and to dezide where we go from here.
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